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AIDS cause reportedly discovered
By WARREN E.LEARY , ....HTLV -3 -LS very closely related.if not identical, to a recently
AP Science Writer
WASHINGTON !AP) publicized AIDS candidate-viriis
Researchers announced today
called lymphadenopathy
they haire dii-c-overed and
associaled Vrs.--LAV was
isolated a virus they say is likely
discovered last year by French'
to be the primary cause of AIDS.
researchers at the Pasteur Inthe mysterious and deadly - -stitiite in Paris.
disease that destroys the body's
Both viruses attack and grow
protective immune system.
in the same white blood cells
Details of the research, which
closely parallels work by
French scientists reported last
week, were to be released today
_ -al anews-conterence held by the
Department of Health and
Human Services.
Scientists at theNaUkinal Institutes of Health, which is part,
of HEW, and other institutions
also were announcing that they
have devised a - sys.tem to
routinely detect and grow the
elusive virus, a major step for
future research.
This system of 'Specially
cultured human cells provides
large quantities of the virus that
can be us-ed-- for -detailed
analysis, as Well as future work
on a potential preventive vaccine and treatments for the
disease itself, experts say.
In addition to today's announcement, four papers
describing the work by Dr.
• Robert gado qf the National
Cancer lifslitute and many col- •
_ leagues will be published this
week in the journal Science.
Accollft to the-Pallers-and
-scientists familiar with the
work, the` virus in question appears to be a member of a family of viruses called human T-celI
terricemta virus (HTLV
previously suspected of having a
role in AIDS.
The NIH researchers said the_,
new virus, called HTLV-3.
shares so inany-oliareeteristies
with other HTLV viruses that it
has
_
te -belong to_ this family_
despite some structural
differences.
ScientiATS 1-aild they suspect

that are defective -or missing in
111)S pa tients.
Some evidence that and.1.-A ma3'..1.??..diffe_rent could.
stem,from . a lack of detailed
analysis of the structure and
characteristics of LAY, _Which
has yet to be truly isolated and
obtained in qutintity, said the
studies from the Gallo group.

Ahaiit SR percent of blood
serum .samples from Ametican
AIDS-patients show evidence
previuus. infection by.. HTL.V.a,
said the reports. However.
similar samples sent to Paris
'also showed about the same
percentage of infection by LAV.
according to French
researchers.

A study published this month
in The Lancet. a.British medical
journal. by different American
and French rtatiearchers using
another test method found that
57 percent of French AIDS sufferers ha"--d-a-filibies to,
Frrrx
viruses, indicating infection. A
scientist familiar with this work
said it indicates all AIDS vie'
•

ór

_
, tims are infected With the same
virus, no matter what -it -is
called.
Although - unelegf if HTLV:3
and I.AV are the same viruses, it
appears that scientists have
identified, isolated, grown and
taken electron microscopil pie.
• tures of a virus or viruses that
may cause AIDS

Chamber suggestsreservatIons for
annual gathering
-Reservations for the annual
'.)mmerce and anyone in:
dinner of-the- Mfarray-Calloway
ti-rested in tourism or the
County Chamber of Commerce
, encoura
. ged to
scheduled for Monday. April 30 n
at;tuesnedl
must be in the Chamber office
•As . secretary of tourism.
by noon Friday.
. Combs oversees a cabinet
Reservation can be made .by• . charged with enhancing Kenhicky's $2-billion _plus share of
_calling 753,51_71The dinner will be held at 6:30 the -national tourism and travel
mk
ar et.
p.m. in the Curris Center on the
Combs. a Kentucky- native.,
campus of Murray State
was chosen' by Gov. Martha
Cniverisity. The-•1983 Citizen of 1,ityhe Collins in Decembe
r 1983-.
the Year will be announced dui- to serve as secretary
of the Ken
ing the annual event...
tuck' Tourism Cabinet. Combs.
The National Museum of-the-'
411_1-art -extenSive .baCkground in
Boy Scouts of America and
sales and manaem
genk.exiter
;
community f- ise that helped a Lexington •
as a tourism. attraction Will be company grow from a single
• '
•
plant operation'. to a - five-plant
the focus of the program
with
statewide company..
Secretar
y
,of
Tourism
Wendall
. .
, . .
CoriThs serving as the guest
speaker.
The dinner is not limited to the
membership of the Chamber'of

•

Rains leave
area before
bad flooding

Special
Olympics
scheduled

Heavy rain that pounded most
of Kentucky over the weekend
left the state before any serious
flooding occurred, said officials
from the National Weather Service in_Louisville.
Norm Reitmeyer. chief
meteorologist for the weather
service,said the flood-produtlfigrains left the state a day early
because warm,'dry air unexThe weekend raindrops failed
pectedly pushed its way into the
to cancel the Easter activities
Ohio Valley. forcing the warm
of (above) Erika Trenholm and
front that had produced the
Krista Doran. Erika, the
precipitation off to the east.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Trenhohn, sits in the
"That kind of rain is over."
lap of the Easter Bunny at the
Reitmeyer said Sunday night.
Murray Calloway County
"But rivers are still rising
Hospital Easter party. Krista,
because of previous rains that
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gail
are still feeding them: That's
Doran, finds candy treats in_a_....wny_the. flood _warnings are-out
side her eggs during the WSJP
for some areas."egg hunt.
* • Lowland
flooding occurred
around many rivers in western
Kentucky-Sunday night, but no
- --evaeoations-bad--been--r-eportetl.
said vatrious officials.
- - •
Reitmeyer said only people
living.n* normally flood-prong.
4
0
r areaeshould be on the alert.
'1 '"Areas that it takes a lot of
rain to flood are safe now."
Reitmeyer said. "There won't
_be any disasters."-.
Reitmeyer said rain from a
Staff photos b, Jennie tiordon •
storm moving Through central
Illinois aill hit the state today,
but be of the -nuisance
variety."

Easter's
little girls

About 400 participants -from
pine western round-ea-In Kentucky are expected to compete
In the -spring-track and field Olympics for Area I at. Murray
State University Friday, April
27th.
All ew e,nts will be in Roy
Stewart Stadium beginning with
opening ceremonies at 9:30 a.m.
Gayle Wadlington of the
Wesferji Kentucky Regional
Mental Health-Mental Retardaticip _Board, program coor-.
dinator for the day's_activities,
o 31
egin-at-10:00-a.m. as: 50-meter dash,
200-meter dash,400-meter relay,
mile run, softball throw, .stan- ding long jump, high jump,
frisbee and.volieyball.
Counties in Area I are Ballard,
Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton,
Graves, Hickman, Livingston,
Marshall and McCracken.
. Co-sponsored by the Western
Kentucky Regional Mental
Health-Mental- Retardation
Board and Murra_y State University, the annual event provides
competition at all levels on both
age and performance.

I:. V.endell (*mirth,

Commodities
distributed
Free government . commodities will be distributed
Wednesday and Thursday .April
25-26 at the County Road Department on East Sycamore extendbetween 9-3:30 p.m.
Anyone wishing to receive the
commodities will neki -to bting
proper iii*44t4fit,a4ion-4,attel
•
- -tack
or box to carry them home •

today's index
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Freed Curd reflects on recent legislative actions
By CH.ARLES HONEi
Staff Writer
Freed Curd, Murray's man in
the state House of-Representatives, doesn't see the General
Assembly's refusal to approve
Gov. Martha Layne Collins'
budget as a foreboding sign.
"Personally. I think it's
•
healthy to have a tittle disagreement over things occasionally,"
says Curd, a Democra/ who
teaches id-the-Calloway County
school system. The legislature's
snubbing of Collins' tax-increase
-budget proposal. and Collins' iretoing of certain line-items-in the
Assembly:s budget,. doesn't. .
foreshadow four years of,. an
executive-legislative battle, he
feels.
"I don't think anyone in the.
Jelkislature is really mad at the
. governor.- Curd sags "We just

didn't agree." _ Conversely, "I - Kentucky arc-going to endorse log them.''
however.. in the pay increases
don't think she's really mad at lany plan unless they know what
Curd is happy with several of
approved for teachers and stale
net getting her budget -passed
they're getting for their _the edOcation reforms that were
workers, and in the funding for
after her tax failed."
money." As for the possibility of approved during -the session,
basic units of public-school
Curd. was against the Collins
the Assembly's approving a tax though he sees some shortcomexpenses.
proposal because. among other
hike at a future special session. ings as well.
The appropriations and
reasons. tie felt its expenditures
Curd says. "Before any major
Curd supported the bills that
revenue
sub-committee on
on education improvements
tax is put on'. the; people established basic skill levels for
which he served approved pay
were not ,- specific enough: Her
themselves are going to have to all grades: provided•funding for
raises of 5 percent. he said, but
proposed $40 million career Iad
be sold on it," •-r•-e- medlal ur n r k
made
der -fot Teachers. for instance.
that waSjiltimately'lowered • to
Though Collins' vetoing of 4(indergarten ma_ndatary
did not 'spell out 'a Plan for imline-items in • the Assembly's lowered pupil-teacher ratios in
raises .of 2 and 3 percent in the
plementing'the pay system,- he •Jiiitiget was the first SLUM in- grades
next two-years 15 percent the sek-3 though re'feels they
says.
- stance in man Ni years. Curd says are still too high o;-trequired
cond year if revenues stffielentexit
Further, "She didn't leae-us
it wasn't sign.of Oft beiwe
by exceed projections!:
"
anftiptIons on it It ;.\
or :_the_ goye_rnor end-the legislature
ship -for tear-he
'
-AF-for basic -schoot funding.
eduCatiO
n
nothing "
The item she vetoed had been students:. recup•g.t sch.921of). 'Curd -would' have liked - more
mOSt of the call* tie
'lute-fled by a10-member Itriu:t•—nli‘mberS to have aNeast a high-OrrifttOrlated
got from constituents w.o
.re. Setyge ..conference soinntittee. , school equivalent educatio
penses as.transportation. Which
n
against the tai. Curd points out
he oVlabis.
. •
esirrent members excepted i
The Only 'strong Support it
"The items. the governor and that empowered the state to . received 'no increase..Oper'ating
expense appropriations were Inreeelveil *as ftoin university'*•_ vetoed didn't reflect the will -of take
over persistently sub-par
employees,- he says:, Aess-embly." Curd says. I school districts.
creased by 4.6 and k.3 percent
•
.
"I don't believe the people of . don't fiehlt the ioVernor far veloHe. was disa ppotfiled..
trer the next two years, he said.
4
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Monday Today cloudy
ith occasional light rain
or drizzle. Highs in the upper iOs and low 50s. West to
southwest winds 10 to 20
mph.
LAKE I.EVEl_s
Kentucky Lake
359.2
Barkley Lake
359-3
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p.a. NW*, w..1111tmeday tlwalogh friday w 2 JO p.m. wed 4 p q. Stetw•
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Firt from here to attend

Doan Murray's Derby rincess

_--

• r.rerorerreel

C...1
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•

_

•

__Kathryn Doan. a senior at Murray State University, is about
to begin what will probably be the busiest, week of her life.
She is one of five -princess finalists who will. reign over.
•
Louisville's Kentucky Derby Festival. and the 'first woman
from Murray State to be-nominated. The women's duties will
include hosting 10 to 15 events each day beginning with the
Derby-Rall on Friday. April 27.
Miss Doan. whose home is Louisville. was among more than
-30 coed representatives-of Kentucky's public and private colleges and universities who competed last fall-for the princess
honors. A panel of out-of-state judges selected the finalists based on leogthy interviews conducted at the Galt House
in
.
-Louisville.
When I went in for the interview. I had no idea it would be '
like this." said Kathryn. "I _thought I would go to. the Kentucky
Derby. and -that -would be it. Irs bean unreal."- - •
•
She admitted to a consideriible degree of nervousness prior
to her departure for LoaisyilleTuesday _morning._Learning.on
Saturday morning that she Will be Gov. Martha Cayne Collins'
guest for lunch Wednesday. did nothing to quiet her nerves.
While the women ride to festival events in a customed, luxury van, a second van will folow with the wardrobes. Miss
Doan said outfits must be changed two or three time -a- day;
The range of attire demanded.by being a finalist has surprised
her. So has the degree of media attention she will receive-, the
strict code of conduct the women are expectedlo obsefve. and
the general busyness of the schedule.
_
Kathryn has traveled frequently to Louisville recently to attend orientation sessions. She and the other princesses have
been prepped to he the focus of media cameras, including those
of a Japanese television crew.
__The prniCess program Of -the festival is sponsored by the
-Fillies Club: Inc. Miss Doan Sald she arid the other women will
"cut a lot of ribbons, give away prizes and mostly just smile
and mingle."
One of the more difficult aspects Of her honor has been' trying to. complete 16 weeks of school in about 13 weeks." Kathryn
said. She is an English major with a minor in advertising.
Miss Doan came to MSU after an upbringing that took her to
many parts of the U.S.- and England:-in her-life as the daughter
of an Air Force career man. Born in California. she spent nine
years in England and went to an American school there. She
_
basil metn.90.
o. g
ward to a return sojourn there this summer as part of an MS1*
British study_ program.
She-seeks a career in public relations, and hopes her experieni.e as a Derby princes may be-of some help. "We'll
meet a lot of people inn -a-hose 10 days,' .she pointed out.
But she says she has been.too busy to think -about where she
might work following MS( 's commencement on May 12.
..
tIr r,y
roan models an assortment of stylish.outfits
be aearing during her reign mer Louis% ille's Kentucky Derby
l'eti‘al beginning with, the Derby Ball Friday, APril 27.
(('lockw ise from top kit): Kathryn *hamlets a beautiful red sports
outfit, sponsored by the Nturray State University Alumni
- Association, The shoes are irottl __The.:me_Tree_t_Topright)_
" liathr”) shows off her Derby Outfit from the Cherry Branch.
with shoes from The Shoe Tree.(Bottom right) Kathryn is shown
in a unique pink suit-sponsored by the Sigma. Sigma, Sigma
sorrorit - -shoes from The Shoe Tree. (Bottom ('enter) She
models the, attractiie short pink cocktail dress she Will be wearing_ to the President's Thciroughbred Reception: (Bottom left)
Kathrn i‘,"'Sfunt n in a beatuiful creme-colored silk dress Spoil,
. sored Sigma, sigma. Sigma sorority.The.shaes for this outfit are
from The Shoe Tree. AU hairstyles were furnished by Headquarters. Kathryn also notes that exceptional work in preperafor-the trip•wits contributed by -Claire Benton..
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Cookie vandal
jeopardizes Scouts

by s.c. van curon

Creditable job can be done on money available

Girl Scouts have been selling cookies to the
public since 1934 without a serious problem — until this year.
Now,there has been a rash of reports across the
nation that customers are finding metal objects
— pins, needles, staples — in their cookie cartons
and within the cookies themselves.. There even
have been some injuries.
Many of the tainted cookies can be traced toTa
bakery in Louisville, Ky., which Writs out about
half of the 100 million boxes made each year. The
Food and Drug Administration is investigating.
Girl Scouts go door-to-door selling thete.cookies
to raise money for -their local chapters, regional
•councils and national headquarters. More than 60
percent of their sales income goes directly back
into the Girl Scout organization, much of it to help
finance camping and other wholesome activities
NOw this tampering jeopardizes their programs.
The tainted cookies already have caused one
state — Maine — to halt sales in six counties. If
it is necessary to halt sales elsewhere, it will
seriously harm the Girl Scout effort.
We can't help but wonder if the culprit isn't
some
sulking, malcontented bakery employee
who
,
_
is doing this damage over a quarrel he has had
with management. If so, we wish the authorities
quick success in tracking the culprit down.

Fantasy world
There was a distinct Alice-la:Wonderland quality to the recent flap over Whether the United
States should adhere to every last restriction of
the _1979 SALT Il_treatylance the-agreement ex_ pires at the end of next year,-The most pertinent
- question was the one nobody was asking: Namely, why worr,N atiOnt marginalixegseedft.BALT
II's limits(Ind then only after the treaty expires)
when the Soviets are engaged in massive violations today?
The controversy was triggered when Secretary
of State George Shultz, testifying before a Senate
committee, left open the possibility that one SALT
II limit might be exceeded by the United States,
after the treaty expires"Dec. 31. 1985.
SALT II limits each side to no more than 1,200
ballistic missiles able to carry multiple, independently targeted warheads (MIRVs ). The
_ United Statesnow has 111-43,-butwould have -1,214
If another older, missile-firing submarine is not
scrapped after the seventh Trident-class submarine becomes operational _fn early 1986. _
- What Shultz suggested is that the Reagan ad:. _
ministration had not yet decided whether another
Polaris-class submarine Would be dismantled. In
an elaboration issued the next day. the State.
Department declared that "the United States will
carefully evaluate both the international situation
and our own national security requirements in
reaching a decision."
Sen. Gary Hart, eager to convince Democratic
voters that he is just as fervently committed as
Waiter Mondale to arms cOntrol; greeted thi.,s
disclosure with seeming horror. Said Hart: "That
Would reptesent a clear invitation to the Soviets
to follow suit and start and increase arid expand
a dramatic new arms race." The Arms Control
Association, a private group of establishment
detentists, declared that "a move to break out of
the SALT agreements would be a tragic mistake
that would pose a serious threat to our-national
segprity.."
What Hart, the Arms Control Association, and
too many members of Congress seem incapable
of coming to grips with is the fact that Soviet violations of SALT II _are rendering the treaty a dead
letter now._ .
Last January, President Reagan sent Congress
.a report detailing multiple Soviet violations of the
treaty. Among the violations: Deployment of
mobile (hence concealable). missiles, development of two new intercontinental ballistic missiles _.
rather Thafillie one perMitt-eaTaiiiiif
- ie coding--of
missile test data without Which U.S. intelligence
cannot verify treaty compliance.
In addition, the administration concedes that the
Soviets continue to deploy about 2,500 launchers
for intercontinental-range missiles despite the SALT II provision calling for a reduction to 2,256.
Technically, this May not be a violation because
the'U.S. Senate never ratified SALT II. But both
the Reagan administration and the Soviets have
pledged not to undercut the treaty so long as it is
being observed by the other side. Only Washington
has upheld this understanding.
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FRANKFORT — The real testnow comes for Gov. Martha Layne
Collins and her administration.
How efieiently can they-operate
government on a ,bare_ bones
budget? At least, that's the budget
definition given the budget passed
by the legislativeleadership after
the legislature refused to vote an
additional $324 million in taxes the
governor had requested in her
budget message.
She had promised a lot of new
things during her campaign and as
late as her State of the Commonwealth message at the beginning of the legislative session, when
she set out goals for her administration, like improving
education, eel, without any increase in taxes._
.
But, when the day of reckoning
came, like the bridegroom who
have overpromilsed himself, - she
found out the money just wasn't
there to do all of the things she had
so Eonfidently promised.

While the legislature did pass
some of her requests in the field of
edocation. they are improvements
that Nay be made with the natural
growth in state income.
Before her. Gov. John Y. Brown
Jr. cut about 6.060jobs off what had
been built up during the administration of Gov. Julian Carroll
and his predecessors what there
was plenty of money. Many of
these jobs were unnecssa
-- ry and
there are still some that could be
cut off and never missed. The
secret is to let attrition do this job
and not replace those who retire or
leave voluntarily or otherwise.
She may learn that state
employees are not as hard on furniture and equipment as most of
predecessors have believed.
It isn't necessary to replace office furniture every four years,
throw all of the present machines
out and buy new ones,recarpet the
office and remodel them.
-

Like the beginning family, this
Boswell said the job could be done
administration must learn that it
efficiently within his division of
can't have everything just like it
marketing.
wants it. and make changes at the
This little juggling created a litsnap of a finger without regard to
'tle inter-family hassle between the
cost.
agriculture Comm iioner__And the
- The hardest pilt-the governor-Is
-Governor's office which might
going to swallow is to resign her adhave been an outgrowth of the shufministration to the fact that she
fling in the Agriculture Division
can't fulfill all of those patronage."
' under Governor Brown and his haspromises _ she made during her
sle with CommiSsioner Barkley
campaign, and all friends Joe are
At any rate, one of Gov. Collins'
not- going to be rewgrded for their
staff - Members. during the tussle,
campaign contributions and work
. openly said the governor needed
in her behalf.
the - Governor's Commission on
Agriculture "to: fulfill -some camAs an example. the.
1984 General
paign commitments."
Assembly took the Governor's
Council bn Agriculture aWay from
State services may not be as
the governor's office and put it, in
abundant and liberal a-s they have
the Agriculture Commissioner's ofin the past, and certainly
fice at a big savings. Gev. Collins
patronage cannot- be---done on- ft
had requested $900.000 ...for .the
grand scale, and more than likely
(mei under her office. The
fall very shop!, of the _governor's
legislature appropriated only
_ promises, but a creditable job can
3165..000 for it under Agriculture_
be done on the rnoney,available_
Agriculture Coin missioner David
It's up to the governor to prove it.

•

heartline

50MEWHERE
OVER THE
\I RAINBOW...

Heartlihe is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If
you have a. question or a problem
not answered in these columns.
write to Heartline. 114 East Dayton
St.", West Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
You will' receive a prompt reply.
bat you must include a self
lb

_addressed.'stamped envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed
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letter to the editor

Sheriff Balentine's professionalism praised
To- The- Eilitor:
most in mind, and 1 feel he has
I would like to take this opporhonored -this commitment to the
tunity to express my opinion-of the
best of his ability.
Calloway County Sheriff, David
He has been very supportive of
Balentine.
the Ky. Sheriff's Boys and Girls .
I have been fortunate to work ._ Ranch and has seen to it that
many
with Sheriff Balentine for some - children from the Calloway
County
time and have found him to be a
area have had the opportunity to
very dedicated law enforcement ofattend the Summer camp sessions.
ficial. The professionalism he
He has also assisted with fund raisshows in the operation of-his-office-- --ing projects for the Ranch
and has
is beyond compare. Sheriff Balenhelped tremendously to peke this
tine Made a -COMmitm•sit to tho - ore-of-the finest Sheriff's Ranches
-citizens of his county -to -carry- out
tryttre-natitat
--the duties of his office with the best
At the present time Sheriff
interest of his constituents upper - Balentine is serving As -a Director

at Large for the Kentucky Sheriff's
Association and has helped with
many programs designed to improve every Shetiff's office
throughout the state of Kentucky. I •
look forward to working with David
in the future and appreciate his efforts on behalf of the KY. Sheriff's
Boys and Girls Ranch.
Thank you for allowing me to
publically eXpress my opinion of
Sheriff Balentine.
_
—
_
Sincerely,
Ray H. Stoess
Executive Director

looking back in murray's past
Ten years ago
April 20 in U.S. District Court.
Elected as officers of Friends of
Paducah. They were married in
Library were D-r. Durwood Beatty.
1959 just prior to Copper's leaving
Dave Willis, Norma Paschall. Jack
Japan after serving in the Armed
Renton. Johnny Bohannon, Dr.
Forces there.
James Byrn and Mrs. Joe Sledd.'
Mr.Terry Cavitt and Mrs. Hugh
The Murray High and Murray
Johnson presented a lesson on
Middle— School Bands will par"Foundation Planting" at a
ticipate in this year's Paris Fish
meeting of the Penny 1-tomemakers
Fry Parade and will be in competiClub at the NiOray Wortian's Club
tion with many other bands on
House..
April 26-at Paris, Tenn.
Thirty years ago
Births reported include_ a boy to
_ The Easter Seal Sales have
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Wilson; April
reached a total 011,379.94, accor13: a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
ding to Howard Olila and Jerry
'Payne. April- 16: a girl to Mr and
Dent, co-Chairmen of the 14.9541ditve Mrs. William Yandell, a boy to Mr.
for the Kentucky Society for Cripand Mrs. Ralph Paul Teasley and a
pled Childten,
toy to *r. and Mrs. Stephen C.
Robert 0. Miller will be speaket
Sanders. all -on April 17: a boy to at commencement exercises at
Mr. and *is. Danny Courtney.
Almo High School on May 6.. The
April 19.
(last has 20 members.
Deborah Stom, daughter of Mr.
Charlotte Williford. - -James
and Mrs. Aubrey Stom. and
Jones. Brenda Sue Owens, Nancy
Thomas Eugene McWherter. son of
Bretton. Max Paschall, Bobby
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron McWherter,
Bowden; Shirley Davis, Jerry
were married April 12 _at Km- ,
Humphreys and Reba Thompson
manust Baptist ChurctT '
are members of- the cast of the
Miss Qui Nauyen. freshman at
play. "Kay Beats The Band." to be
Murray' State University from
presented tonight by seniors at
Saigon,. Vietnam, spoke at a
Puryear High school_
meeting of __the Hazel Woman's
Mrs. Curtis Trees; Mrs:' Mitchell
Club.
Story, Mrs. Toy Brandon, Mrs,
''Lions
ettiVi,rnor Joe rat
latairrefri-ag.7.arne:Mrs.7
.XIMITtge
Jiimes
Brandon presented the program on
• . •of Murray preserited the.
charter to the Wingo Lions Club at
"Who' Are .The Guilty" at the
the charter night banquet held at
meeting of the WSCS of South Plea%ino High Scoot
-sant Grove Methodist Church.
Mrs. Kyoka Cooper, • wife of
_ Rudolph' Thurman it owner and
Jackie Cooper; bee'ame a naturalizoperator of the Economy Grocery
ed citizen of the' United States on
oh East Main Street.
•
... •

Twenty years ago
The Murray State College Board
of Regents approved a total
opeating budget of 34A00.250 for
the college for y-ear. 1964,65.
Seniors at Murray High School
named to the National Honor Society were Marion Belote. Beverly
Brooks. Margaret Bryan, Rusty
Prenry-.- 3-11ds-• :Howard:- Stanley
Jewel. Patty Pasco. Kitty. Ray.
Johnny '1I-be. Ann Sanders, I3etsy
t;prunger, Anne Sturm, Nick
-Trrhune. --fterry-Thacker.--Daytha
Tucker. Kaye Wallis and Letha
Young_

--in this-column.
- HEARTLINE. My mother had a_ _
-a few months
if wasn't
extremely severe and only affected
her left- side. Her --memory and
ability to say what she is thinking
have been-iMparied- also. and is a
great embarrassment to her. She is .
not progressing as well as she
should be because she doesn't work hard-enough at it. She should be
walking with a cane by now, but is
still using a walker. Because of her
condition, she Seems to be asham--ed to gcrout anywhere. We wantto
help
-don't have ar-iY "idea
what to do next. We have tried
reasoning with Iher. begging hey and even bullying her, but nothing .
helps: Do Sioilhave -ariY ideasI1J.L.
ANSWER: Stroke clubs can bring needed hope_ to patients. says
Hugh Johnson, MD, writing in last
week's Journal of the American
Medical Association. His assertion
is based on his own experience in
recovering from a stroke. Told he
would never -walk again, he found
that one visit. to A stroke club offered renewed- hope. None of the
patients was in a wheelchair, and
!many were walking without canes.
Regular visits bolstered the physician's confindence. and fie now
walks without a quad cane. Surprised to learn that some consider
clubs " a nice social affair."
Johnson urges all physicians to
refer their stroke patients to local
stroke organizations. A list is
available through the American
Heart Association. •
HE A RTLIN E I _gav.e_m _wife a
--mic-rowave • ovett for---eheistmas-;--hoping it would lighten her work
load and also come in handy for the
family get-togethers we have every__
few months. However, she isn't using it very much and I think she.
conftiterfee—ahn
maybe is a- little afraid of it. The
cookbook that came 1.eith it isn't
very much to speak of and I
wondered if there might .be
someplace I could -get -her -a -book - that would teach her the basics and
'give her some confidence., D.M.
ANSWER: Microwave oven
OWners. or future owners, can send
for A free learn-by-mail cooking
course that gives -step-by-step instruction in .basic microwave
cookery. For yourcopy write:'
ing Your Microwave . Oven,"
Virginia Cooperative Extension
Service, Publications Distribution
Center. 112 Lansdowne St.,
Blacksburg, VA 24060.
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WRITE A LETTER — Letters

o the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be sign-

ed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification.. The
phone number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible-and
should be on topics of general interest.
relerve th0 right-to-eondense, or reject any letter - and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
gditor, The Murray Ledger:. &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.•
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icr fittrkeen, editor

Ladies' day event planned at club

. Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Severns;
Ladies day events will Margaret Boone. Bar- Venela Sexton;
Bazzell. Rt. 1, Farm.
he at the Murray nun- bara Brandon.' Pat
No. Six - Mary
-ington, will celebrate
No. OneA - Eddie'
try Chili on Wednesday. Witt. Cecilia Brock. Mae Outland. Janet Frances Bell, Rebecca
_their 50th wedding. anApril 23
niversary on Sunday. Sharon Brown..Prances Wallis. Mug Rigsby and Irvan and Norma
Bridge, _
- Frank;
April 29, .
Brown, Mayme -Bryan Jennie Hutson:
Bridge will be played and Sarah Bryan.
An open house will -be
No. Two
Betty
No. Seven - Billie
at 9:30 a.m. with Lochie
Lowry, Betty Stewart, Cohoon. Euldene Robinfrom 2 to 4:10 p.m. atGolf
Hart as hostess. the Bazzell home.
Veneta Sexton, golf Inus Orr and Diana still. Peggy Shoemaker
Luncheon
located on Highway
hostess, has announced Villanova;
and Rowena Cullom;
-A luncheon will he that a shot gun tee off
1836, north of Coldwater
No. Three - Carita
No. Eight - Frances
served at noon with Lois will be at 9:30 a.m. Any Lamb, Pam Mavity.
off Highway 121 North.
pa,r,tur.„.
Mary_ Bell
r
- TTrrTQn (TS-- and'
pro'son-rtesirmg to play • Judy Latimer a nd
Over hey. France*
Allbritten as chairmen but not listed on the • Margaret Shuffett:
relatives are invited to
Laverne
of the hostesses. Reser; lineup. May come and
attend. The falinily reNo. Nom.- Toni Hop- Richey and
•VatiOnS shOuld be mat4: be paired at the tee.
son, Virginia Schwett- Roam
quests that guests not
-torta-y-rMcmdar
s--- man.- -Edith-Garrison
gifts.
- - -The ---ttrreupChrisOther hostesses will follows
and Martha Sue Ryan:
Mr. and Mrs: Bazzell
graham, Ethelene Mcbe Peggy Billington„Pat
- France's
No: Five - Freda Callon. Barbara Stacey
were married April 28.
No.One
Binford, Mona Blanken- Hulse. Mary Bogard, Steely. Sue Costello; and Klizabe'th
• 1934, by the late L.H.
• ship. An-n Bolin. lerleme Sullivan and Via net Fitch and Ve SlOsmeyer.
Pogue, Church of Christ
minister, at his home.
Mrs. Bazzell, the
former Cotial Darnellis
the daughter of the late
Vince Darnell and Ethel
McClain Darnell.,
ancI Ili,. I.)c•t%
ct 13:1//01, .
Mr. Bazzell. a retired
Jane ?cats of Murray, ficers for the ensuing the Murray area: ad -ded to theclub
farmer and former
1101o.•
11 rpc-11 /1( )11st
•
president. presided at year were the following: Frances- Potts for the treasury.
Calloway Connty
Each 'member was
the meeting of the
Jan Ross, president;. Mayfield area; and Jan
magistrate, is the Son of 'She-113a t. Barnett_ of Da
an.e
wit:4,f; - - -wife;---taigerina Stella ..asked
to ahow . and.
-Ross
for
the
Benton
vice
Erwin.
Gracie
Jackson
Purchase
Doll
•
Bazzell
and
Mrs..
Mr.
Bazzell
Hardinlate.,
an.d
Elvis
the
Mrs. Beverly. Canton. Mich..
describe her respective
Delbert • Lin.da • Dan Bazzelf and wife. have 13 grandchildren Club held on Tuesday. president; Anna Bell area.
and 1.illie Hdl Bazzell
A silk flower arrange- dolls.
The couple has two Newsome of Kirksey; Marilyn. Coldwater. and four great- April 3, at the Bonanza Earp. secretary:
Two visitors were
Fra-nces Potts, ment was presented the
Restaurant, Mayfield.
daughters. Mrs. Bobbie .and three sons. Joe and Ronnie Bazzell and grandchildren.
Nineteen members treasurer; Glenda out-going president. Catherine Garland and
Martha Gray. Two new
were present, according Wilson, iti.slorian.; Lola Mrs. Jane- Potts. .
to the secretary. Anna Sisson. social chairman. < An auction was held members added to the
Reporters for the on doll related items club roll were Shirley
Bell Harp, Frances
Potts, treasurer. ,gave- -yarious areas Were that- had been donated Worthy and Anna Lou
by club members. Tarry.
elected as follows:
Dr.; Mrs. Mary E. Ball. and baby boy. Rt. 3, her report.
CenSus at Murray- West, Rt. 6;
The focus on the May
Grace
James and Eva
Elected_
as
new
ofMa.ybelle_
_Jonea
_for
_ Httintr.;-• Mrs. Alter:lc&
r;
t
- Mi-ss
t- y •.Mrs._ _Pauliae _
Dowdy were the auc- program will be doll
Rt.
1,
Hazel;
Mrs.
Vickie
L.
Thark
man,
and
Castleman. RA, 1.
Hospital for Tuesday.
tioneers. Proceeds were houses and miniatures.
baby girl, 1104 Deficit-, ()MAI) I; h7;//)(1/1 t'Cit'/V;itC.S.
April 17. was 121 adults Sharon Osbron Stokes. Mayfield.
Paris,
Tenn.;
David
W
Hazel;
Mrs.
Daytha
--,- and six in nursery.
Census aye Murray- Marshall. Big Sandy,
Newborn aamissions Outland, Rt. 5;.
Mrs. Mary Diane -Calloway .County Tenn.
were as follows: .
England two 'children; the
NI, IN
• -Baby Boy Ladd. Henilersan, Shady Hospital for Wednes-, -Coy E. Rye, 404 North
-Queen queen's sister---Princes-s
parents, Debbie and Oaks: Mrs. Shielrv Gail dav, April - 18 was 116 Fourth St.;---Mrs. Nellis• I A.P.1
T. Williams_ Rt.2: Mrs_ Eli7aheth-II *celebrated__ _Margin:
. et. and. her two
Duncan 7_06, gro_ad adults and four
Steve. Rt. 5:
Frances Drake
V. Palmer Butterworth, her 58th birthday Satur- _children. and Queen
Bahy Girl..--Jones. Ext.: Mrs. • Lee Ann nursery.
TUESDAY, APRIL 24, 1964
FOR
'
WtndsOr
-Castle
•
.
t
R
t
'Wither
Ettkatieth.
admisN
-6--rieWITorn
--.
and
rre'verly
parents.
family.
with
her
Arnold D. True, 219
The Monarch has a sesions were listed.
Marcus. 502 North Gilbertsville:
What kind of day will tomor- highlighted, financial matters
Helping her celebrate cond. official .birthday. _ row be? To find out what the require careful scrutiny. Have
.Mrs. Eva N. Mitchell. - -Dismissals _ were as Vernon. Fulton:
Cherry St
William Danny were husband Prince
.June 16 - arranged stars say, read the forecast a good time without spending
Dismissals were as Box 165; Mrs. Ola C. follows:
too much money. Prince
Phil_ip_:
._
sop
Schroader,
Rt.
1,
Dexwhen
Underwood.
108
North
there_ is a hello._ given for your birth sign.
Bonnie
L.
Mrs
.
follows.
SCORPIO
-- Mrs -Teresa M. 12th St.: Mrs, Beatrice Holmes, Rt. 3, Calvert ter_: Mrs. Mildred B. ' Charles and _ Princess chance of sunny ARIES
Diana with little Prince weather- than in mid - (Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
City: -Jerry Wayne Russell. Box 349
Adams. New Concord: Crump, Rt.-3;
Beware of those who would
A powers struggle could
William; Charles•s April - when she,atStanford Hen- Maness. Dexter; Miss Murray;
Mrs. Kay M. Latimer.
take advantage in financial begin with a close tie. Home
and
brothers
Andrew
105
Hickory
tend-R7the
drickson.
Jefferson
D.
Eaker,
annual
TroopDeborah
L.
Mrs._1-1.elen K.
Norman_Rt.
matters. You're popular and entertaining is favored, pro400 North Fifth St.: Edward; his sister ing the Color ceremony
5. Benton;
sought after socially. Accept vided you're not bossy.
Princess
Anne
and
her
William
in
1.ondon.
Cottom,
Mrs. Robbie L. Perry.
invitations.
SAGITTARIUS
;,,/(rep
Newman Trailer Court, Hazel; Mrs. Margery
TAURUS
Nov. Z2 to Dec. 211'
4
12rawforti felElm- St.
A -frierkrs negativtrthinking - (Apr.20to May 204
Somebody pulls some str- should not be contagious.
Shearl, 904
Wilma-J. Brandon. 7f* - Heartings in your behalf, but com- Don't get caught up in others'
South Fourth St : Mrs. Vine St.: William I.
petition is keen in business. hang--ups. Your own cheerCHICAGO (AP) -- fers these tips:
:3,.; Mrs.
Mary Ann Futrell. kt-i. Balentine:
-Avoid confrontations that fulness invites romance.
Consumers
purchasing
Viola
L.
sizes
of
-Harris.
Rt.
2.
....The
three
Aimu:
end in lawsuits.,
could
CAPRICORN
a piano will make a vertical pianos -Dover, Tenn-. M-r-: Kato 0- Leonard
GEMINI
(-Dec.22 to Jan. 19 Vi
wiser decision if they spinet, studio and con- 1May 21 to June 20)
You'll enjoy shopping for
Mier 1411 411114-111 tassis-lie lost -.177:T.Tne
know some of the basics sole - no matter how
Downplay differences on the the home. A friend is an//)./kc's
about the instrument, tall, require approx- job. An envious acquaintance tagonistic. In business, there
advises the National imately 5 feet by 7 feet makes a snide remark. is much jockeying for position.
Kennedy
went
before
the
President John F.
THCO JOIHTS.
Socializing with friends is Stay alert.
Piano Manufacturers of floor space.
United Nations in 1963 to propose a joint
recommended.
AQUARIUS
Across From MSU Stadium
Association,
which
ofis
A
piano's
tone
U.S.Soviet expedition to the moon.
(Jan. 20 to Feb.18)
-CANCER
usually determined by (June2ltoJuly 22) 4°0
Higher-ups need to be handlits height and size. The
Personality works better for ed tactfully. A business funclarger the instrument, you in business than in per- tion takes precedence over
S3011:Id•ISV1 S3ndi:111S 311HM GO 0
S3311:Id•ISV1 S311dcifiS 31IHM 0000 S3318d•ISV1 S311dc111S 31IHM
the larger its sound.
sonal life. Someone tries sub- personal plans. Happy news
vA piano will sound tle tactics to make you change comes via phone or letter.
0
.---_,
PISCES
brighter in a large, emp- your mind.
0
Nunn Better
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Ci
r
0
ty showroom than in a LEO
You need to be guarded in
(July 23to Aug.22)
carpeted and draped livThe home may be upset in your 'financial dealings. Don't
ing room. Fabric tends some way. Invitations from a let others in on your plans.
to absorb sound, thus distance should be accepted. Secrets won't be kept.
mellowing the piano's Leisure activities have
YOU BORN TODAY are afromantic overtones.
fectionate but untraditional.
tone.
Monday
You have executive talents,
VI
,i
0
im
.
Many retailers offer VIRGO
Thru
toSept.22)
(Aug.
23
but
can suffer from bouts of
New Store
plans,
rent-to-own
, Somebody tries to pry into laziness. You're determined to
Saturday
5 Lb
Hours
which enable con- your affairs and you could get succeed, and often hold on to
sumers to try out the
8-7
`' v; ,,.
an idea stubbornly. You work
piano for a month or tha
ts b:sting
_gaery inworexpre
ter well with roup and may rise
angnrY.vinHeon
Turner
more and then aPPly the your-ideas. to a- position of leadership in
Chicken of the Sea
Martha White
that capacity. Intellectual and
toward
the
rental
fee
Smuckers Grape
(Sept.
•" artistic fields are most likely
URA
B 23 to Oct. 22)
purchase price.
• Though romance is , to appeal to you. Success
comes to you when you learn
61
/
2 Oz. Can
to do your own thing.
- 5 Lb.
2 Lb. Jar
Origiriality_.kecps. yau from _
getting Into i rut. Birth date
of: Leonardq da Vinci, artist
and -inventor; Barbra Streisand, singer; and Shirley
MacLaioe.actress.

Jackson Purchase Doll Club meets

/)LI

-

v ho,Tital

Nell'horns and

110- -38th hi1111(131.-- N:if

Your Individual

nsok.

Horoscope

.

Piano i)urclias

TUESDAY
TACO Y-uisDY5
2 CRISPY TACOS

99

For

nair-

"

a000

Total On The
D & T • • it'sTapeTheThat
Counts No
Warehouse Foods
.4
Prices Good While
Supplys Last!

Orange
Juice...

„,_rj

Tuna

Meal

89

Flour

Apple
Juice

I

Reelfoot

Reelfoot

Parkay

Bacon

Margarine

12 Oz.

Bologna
1

$ 1 19

$ 1 29

Lb. Pkg.

Sundrop, Barrelhead Rootbeer
or Big Red
8 Pk. 16 Oz.
Pius Deposit

lb 1
2•
IA
a

S I2-9.

Coca-Cola, Diet
Cole, Tab or
Sprite
8 Pk. 16 Oz.
Plus Deposit .

o
o
0 .Keebler Town House Crackers 12 Oz. $1.29

Above Include Slaw, Hushpuppies, Potato.
Salad Bar 99C With Dinner
•

2/109

Steak & Shrimp
t Dinner
i
I

-.

A 5 Oz. Steak With 10 Gulf,Shrimp
Served With House Salad, Roll, Potato

Country Dinner
Plate

•
•
•
•

Pc

$359

rot(
81(

sn
mt
sot
pni

Choice of Meat N' Three Vegetables
--

-- -

58

Wishbone Italian Dressing 16 Oz. $1.09

I•PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST•PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST .PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST.

Seven Seas
Restaurant

He
Si'.
be

Highway 841 North
7r-4141

of
chestnut at. 753-3314

..r.ITT4NAVANYTTINNIN4.00.44 -

'

Ch
the
stu
La:
Ho
Ju,

central canter 753-3314

$599 ••

Red

Spud ‘ Potatoes
10 Lb.
Flakes'
2 Oz. Pkg,
.

49 5P1 $

tho
le(
he
an
mi
Pt't
Cr
pa
col
fre

MICMAC. DOUGI•S
RATNIIIEN TUMNEN
DANNY Or rITO

48 Oz. Glass Jar

Martha White

tal

_I_

/
1
2 Order
$359 CINE 1 & 2
Fish Fillets
immat
'All You Can Eat'
Fish Fillets
$499 '0 Romancing
e STONE

1 Lb. Pkg.

Nabisco Chips Ahoy Cookies 19 Oz. $1.79

--•

MONDAY-THURSDAY
SPECIALS

Turner Ice Crear.- 4 Qt. Pail $3.59

Turner Milk Gal. $2.19

1,

I 10

Gal.

Lucky Leaf

St
nt
ct
di
th

Jelly

80 990
$ 1 y 68c8
_
Fisher Cheese 12 Oz. 99'

th
"1

412{,i4Z

4.NNY-N-

TN TIT AP
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- Mann and Ra
Mr. and _Mrs. Leon
Mann of Fulton announce the engagement
and approaching friar- riage of their daughter, _
Cimaie Frances. t'
Brian Felix Ray, son ofMr. and Mrs. V.R. Ray'
of Franklin, Tenn.
•
Miss Mann is the
granddaughter 'of Dr.
and Mrs. Russell Rudd
and of the late Mr. and
Mrs: Adrian Mann, all
of Fulton.
The bride -elect, a
graduate of Fulton City
High School, received a.
bachelor of _ science __
cigree front Murray
State University. She is
employed at The Murray Insurance Agency.
Mr. Ray is the grandspn of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Jake Sapp. of
Starke, Fla., and of the
late Mr. and Mrs. V.R.
Ray of Memphis. Tenn.
The groom-elect, a
graduate of Tates Creek
High School, Lexington,
will graduate from Murray State University in
.May with a bachelor ofscience degree in
business management.
The wedding will be
solemnized on Saturday, June 9, at 7 p.m'. at
the .First B,aptist
Church, Fulton.
A reception will follow
at the Park Terrace
Restaurant there.
All friends- and
relatives are invited to
attend the wedding and
the reception: _

viTeddhig scheduled

1\I)%1. %PIM
4

19xl

I' ‘(.1-.

Coming community events announced
•

• Monday, April 23
Hazel t,..ions Club will
sell light bulbs and
brooms from 5 to 9 p.m.

Tuesday. April 24
First All-CoutitS,' Sixth
Grade Band and Choral
Concert by Students of
,East, North and
-Murray- -Lions - Club --Nouthtee-§I gehools will
will sell light bulbs and he at 7 p.m. in gym of brooms starting at 5 • Calloway County High
p.m. _
'School.

Tuesday, April 24 Tuesday: April
Humane Society of a.m. at Dexter Defiler:
Calloway county will from 10 a len . to 2p-.m--.-•at
meet at • 6:30 p.m. at Hazel and Ltouglai:
Calloway Public Centers; from 10 a.m. to
alit y
-m -atrans renter.

Alatwin and Stanley

wydding

(..onnic I:raticcs
drul 1;rfail
1?;(1/ tt, Iit iturric(1'

History" in which he traced the early settlers in
• this territory and names of those ancestors
who:se descendants are active in these tornPlans are being made for.the Second Annual '
*1131Unities atathe-March meeting..Of particular inKentucky'Derby Day Picnic in Oxnard, Calif. If
. terest was the move of the county seat from
anyone has relatives or friends living in Southern
Wadesboro to Murray. Calloway County. and the
California, please notify•them of this event-to be
preservation-of-the Callotra3rCourthouse atthe
held at Penninsula Park on Penninsula Road
at
Murray-Calloway County Park. Hostesses Were
Channel Islands Harbor. Fori- more information
Erma Tuck, Thelma Bailey, Regina Baggett,
call Nokomis S. DeVoe,1-805-984-3501,- formerly
Mary Frances Bell and-Rose Marie Bryan.
of Princeton, or Bonnie Sargent, 1-805-985-6681,
formerly ofAshland.
C.V/111)11
1)C1j)1. plC/11C pi;i11/1Cli

ha.,;

Band hoosters Ivill nicct

The Murray Band Boosters_willmeet Tuesday,
April 24. at 7:30 p.m. in the hand room of
High School. All members and interested-per,sons are urged to attend.
.
_ •
•--:
.
•
Reservations for the Murray State Universtty
Alumni Ranquefon Saturday. April 28. at 7 p.m.
in Curris Center Ballroom should hi. made by
Wednesday by calling 762-3737 or 762-37387The
cost will be $7 per person. Each one attending the
banquet is invited to stay for the inaugural ball
for Dr. Kala Stroup. MSU president. Dress will
be semi-formal. Music will be by the Alumni Big .
Band and Murray Jazz Quartet

A• lumni ri_ASTeriAlions'

ParentN group 1‘ ill

/PC'C't

The Compassionate _Parents Support Group
will meet Thursday, April 26.':at 7:30 p.m. in the
Calloway County Health Department. A tape of
the talk by Clarice Schultz of Joliette,- Ill., at the
"Death and Dying" seminar at Murray State
University will be played at the meeting. Ms.
Schultz is a noted speaker, counselor, author.
nurse and educator. All parents who have lost a
child or young adult are invited to attend, according to Lillian Robertson, GLPN. coordinator of
the group.
Ch(fir .00/1CC/1

s

Murray Band
Murray TOPS 4 take
Booster will _meet .at off pounds_ seat:ably
7:30 p.m. in band room Club will meet at 7 p.m
Ladles 'Day Tennis
at Health Center
Alcoholics of Murray High
Signup will be it 5 p.m. Anonymous will meet at
'.
- in green room at Mur- 8 p.m. in western porNednesday, April 25
Microwave Cooking
ray Country Club. •
liaz:4 and 1-)ougla:.
tion-of Livestocr- and School will be at 7 pTro
---in cafeteria of Murray C,ft.riters v,:ill be open
Exposition Center.
Reservations for
High School. For reser- from 10 au) .14) 2 p.m
---ladies day luncheon on
for activities by Senior
Annual Mathematics vation call- 753-5202.
Wednesday at Murray Contest for High School
('it iz••ns
:
- --Country Club should be Students will be from
Seniog citizens acmade by today with Lois 9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. in tivities will be at 9:30
4Cont'd on palt,e
Keller-.or - Neva - Grey-Vitify -Hall.' -Murray
Allbritten.
State University. .
------District 17, Unit I.
Murray State Univer- L eettsed - Practir
sity Choir and Chamber
Nurses will meet at 7 Singers will present a
p.m. in private dining free concert at 8 p.m. in
Mrs;John H. Gammon and .Jerry
natipin ol
room of Murray - Farrell Recital Hall,
Murray announce the approaching marriage ot •
Calloway County Fine Arts Center. MSU.
their youngest_ ;daughter. Lesa Ann Maupin,. to .
Hospital.
---Dale Wayne Stanley, son of Mr. and Mrs. Milton.
---Parents Anonymous
Stanley of Paducah.
Lift-A-Thon, spon- will meet rat 6:30 p.m
• Miss Matipin-is a 1980 graduate of Murray High sored b,y -Calloway For information call
School. She nosy is employed in Paducah. -She is
_County High School 762-2504, 753-4126. the granddaughter
-of Mrs. Opal Phillips and .
Football Program, will 7538967 or 762-2667.
Mrs. Luvean- MaoRkLboth of Murray,,.
'--be -at- 7 -pin. at- school- _-_ -_
Mr. -S-taJiley7 -a - -1979 --graduate-crf- f:'atfticah • gym.
Mothers Morning Out
Tilghman High School, now -is employed with.
will be at 9 a.m. at First
---The Paducah Sun. He is the .grandson of.Roy
Adult Great Books United Methodist
KeiSey, Mrs. Agnes keisey, Mrs. Otta.B. Stanley
Discussion Group will Church.
and the late Clyde Stanley, all of Paducah:
meet at 7 p.m. at
---A family wedding will be solemnized on SunBazaar workshop will
Calloway Public
day.. May 13. with the Rev. Gerald Ow:en .
be at 1 p.m. at First
Library.
officiating.
United Methodist
---An open reception will follow at.3 p.m.. at the.
Murray -Calloway Church.
Murray Woman's Club House:-,A11.-friend•4 and
County Chorus will meet
- -- -relatives are invited to.the r
at 7:30 p.m. in choir
room of First United
Methodist Church.

DATEBOOK
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"Post Nuclear II." an exhibition of works by
Ted Dotson. Kirksey senior at Murray State
University. will be on display in the lobby of the
Clara Eagle Gallery through •Friday, April 27.
The show, a requirement for all senior art ma• three
works in a variety of media. The Eagle Gallery.
located on fourth floor_of P-rice
Doyle Fine Arts
,.._.._
çet1sopenfrom.73O a.m. to 9 p.m...Monday.
through Friday. 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.. Saturday. and
to 4 p-m. gunday.

•/0///)/1:/

/.('C'

1?()I-Ii

Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Gallion of Puryear.
Tenn., are the parents of a daughter, Johnna Lee
Anti, weighing eight pounds 13 ounces, born on
Wednesday. April 11. at the Methodist Hospital
at McKenzie, Tenn. Grarlierents are Mr. and
Mrs. El Gallion of Puryealgeenn., and the -late
Mr. and Mrs. John Arnold of Murray.
P/017)(
Steven R. Freeman. son of Wendall R.
Freeman. Rt. 2, Mayfield. and Shirley J.
Watkins, Rt. 2, Hickory. has been promoted to
the rank of specialist four while serving as an infantryman with the 194th Armored Brigade at
Fort Knox. He is a 1975 graduate of Marshall
Caanty High School.
•
1.:111g.q()11
SC/:"Cani
)1A .

Acteens of Blood
River Baptist Associa.tion will meeApat 7 p.m
at New Zion Baptist
Church.
---WMU of Blood River
Baptist Association- will
meet at 7 p.m. at_ NeW
Zionllapfist Church.
Concert by MSU
Brass Choir wiltbe at 8
p.m, in -Recital Hall Annex. Fine Arts Center.
Murray State
University.
Alcoholics
Anonymous and AlAnon will have closed
meetings -at
at
First Christian Church.
Benton.

itial"

REALLY WORK?
Just Ask Bessie Harrison
On Oct. 20, 1983 Bessie came into Diet
Center after years of trying (and failing +
to diet on her own. She's firmly convinced 6 months and 100 lbs. later thisis the
last diet she'll will ever be on. Yes, 100
lbs.and she plan-to lose more.Shefoundthe diet to be nutrionally sound and easy
to follow. No drugs or shots involved.
Delicious foods and daily counseling from
counselors who,too, have fought the bate.of•being overweight.
- f you have ever wondered if Diet
ter would work for you, ask Bessie
how it really workedlor-her.
Call- Diet-11"
- ontr -Today Tor a free
ccmsulatation.
753-0020
Hwy. 641 N.
The Village

.• _

Revelation Seminar
will -be at 7:30 p.m. at
Holiday Inn.

-

Free introductory
meeting on weightcontrol program. "Be
Trim," will be at 10 a.m.
and 7 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
---Advanced scheduling
for 1984 summer session
and fall 1984 semester
classes at Murray State
University-will open today. in Curris Center.
---Tuesday. April 24_,
Second night of
ray Lions Club Light
Bulb and Broom Safe
will start at 5 p.m.
-- -

The Murray State Uraversity Department of
r. • 14•
6..•
r
•--Muslc•and-Veeal-Choral-Paettity-will.presenttite-------M:Langston:Hi 6.-• A-ay-from.
tieetrapp
oTrited
Murray J;lead Start ProUniversity Choir of 50 voices with Stephen
a sergeant while serving as an inventory
gram will be from 8
Rosolack as director in a Spring concert on Tuesmanagement specialist with the 2853rd Air Base
a.m. to 5 p.m. at Center
day, April 24, at 8 p.ni. in Farrell Recital Hall,
Group at Robins Air Force Base. Georgia. He is
in Early' Childhood
Fine Arts Center. MSU. There is no admission-- -a 1978 graduate of Symsonia High-School. HisCenter:Charge.
Elizabetii_kihe da_ughter of Eunice C..S_elf
of Macon. Ga.
Stein-Erik Lauritzen._
Baft
.a/Thn alini()/7 piallnC(/
Norwegian professor,
.A///(TiCan.ti COnStinit'd
will speak at 7:30 p.m
Company "A" 10th Armored Infantry. Batat a -free lecture in Curtalion of the famed Fourth Armored Division,
ris Center Auditorium.
World War II. will hold a reunion on April 27-29 at
HARTFORD, '-'onn. samption
the Executive Inn East, Louisville. The division
of 2.1 gallons Murray State
(AP) '-- In Colonial per
University.
led Gen. Patton's third army from the
capita of all distilled
times, New England spfrits.
hedgerows of NormandytOthe heart of Germany
was one of the rum
and suffered many casualties. this company was
capitals‘of the world.
made up mostly of rural Kentucky men and the
New Englanders impurpose of the reunion is t.6 distribute the unit
ported molasses from
Croix de Guerre to the former membes of Comthe West Indies to make
pany "A" 10th A.I.B. Interested persons may
rum and by 1750 there
contact Betsy Wood of the hotel staff at the toll
were 63 distilleries in
free number. 1-800-626-2706.
Massachusetts. The city
MICROWAVE COOKING SCHOOL
of Newport, R.I., alone
/CMS Will /1(11 1111//*.tiCia I "
had 30 distilleries.
The Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's
According to Heublein
Club will meet Thursday. April 26. at 7 p.m. at
Inc.. those early
Tuesday, April 24,1984 7-9
the club house. G.T. Moody, guest speaker, will
Americans consumed
share his experiences on his trip to The Holy
sqme 12 million gallons
Land. Hostesses will be Rebecca West, Lula Bell
Please call for rese.vations
of rum annually, or
Hodges. Hattie Kopperud, Madelyn Lamb and
about 3.4 gallons per
753-5202
June Smith.
capita. The figure comDr. Ray Mofield spoke on "Jackson Purchase
pares with today's con-

gd/.1(

rum mintiall v

It PUBLIC NOTICE It

PM

4

Sponsored by

•PeOple

)II'
DETROIT (AP) Most people snore occasionally, but some
snorers register as
much as 80 decibels — a
sound as loud as a pneumatic drill% '
_Acerwitalg_to a World
Health Organization
study, such truly loud
snorers ----thOile who cAW
be heard -a room away
- may total 10 percent
of adults

.r)

Artcraft Photography
Wedding Photographs
Custom Framing
-Tgilm Processing
118 South 12st St. 753-0035

Home Economics Dept.
Murray High School
and
Ward & Elkins
vet

oil

FREE .1.1 '
DOOR
PRIZE

FREE
DOOR
PRIZE
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Retired nurse uni'folds history with her collection of fans
forth, ft becomes a Whirl of color.
Some are made of ivory and silk: others are
"But this is my favorite," Miss Metrofski said,
adorned with feathers and-mother of pearl.
fsia
.
pointing to a small_ whitgisiPtaitanttfan .ghp bad
-Several are dPefiratPri with gilt nnP tgpss
TiOtnetowti OrManefiester.
still round in church pews in Bermuda. is Enade.
The retired nurse from Manchester collects
-The'sequins are sewn on by hand, and there's
-simply of -bamboo:
- fans. - !'Not 'clieapie' fans." she- strsS&1u1
There are dozens of fansIn Miss-•Vetrofikri -kits cif-g-ilt. Most things made way back then are
.ilitlegant fans that oncedraped the wrists of Cob collection. One from Java is made of buf4alo hide
,onial women, or graced a debutantes night in
_Fans provided more than relief from swelterpierced into myriad delicate designs, framed
-the late .1800s. _
ing heat, She said."A mourning fan was made Of
with a bone handle, and decorated with gilt and
Miss Metrofski, a soft-spoken woman with soft.
sheer, black material so you couldn't see a
multicolored paints.
white hair and a demure manner, said her fans
Another small fan, worn but elaborate, light - . widow's face but she could see yours."
were- reminiscent-of -an era-'-twhen women were
--- - -7-Or-consider -the peek-a-boo Ian; a seemingly
and-sheer, is made from crocodile skin.
-• ladies and men were gentlemen. Old-fashioned
simple fan df paper and wood ribs, but slyly
And one fan. from Afghanistan. is handways-a-re -all coming back. Fans won't come
adorned with a small mirror on its guard, the
decorated with tiny beads and bits of print
back, though - not with air conditioning." she
heaviest and last strip of wood that protects a
material. On first glance if appears nothing
lamented.
closed fan.
more than a dust rag; when waved back and
No two of Miss Metrofski's fans are alike
"That way you could see if your fiance was flir4ing behind your hack.'Laillas -Metrofski said

J

_

MANCHESTER,Conn.( AP)- ith a flick of
the wrist, Sophie Metrofski can make history un-

We:
buid

But the wedding fan, an ornate contraption of
pale pink satin, goose down and gilt, does not sport it mirror__
"Then you had your man arid-irardltlh'fave
, to cheek on him,"/she said.
- - "In the days before an:conditioning.fans were
a necessity for every woman and mall," Miss
Metrofski said.' Menikould have fans that would
dangle from their belts."

BMA
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Flog market

rederal State Market-New* Service
Miinday, April 23, 1984
Kentucky nu-chase Areal-log Alliu-ket
Report Includes 5 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 1.184 Est. 750 Barrows
& Gilts .50- 75 lower Sotvs under 500
lbs steady I higher over $00 lbs
mostly 2. higher
LYS 1 2 210.240 lbs.
148.00-48.50
WS 2 200 210 lbs
$47 0041100
-

VS 2 740-250 lbs
IS 2-3 250-270 !As

147-50-48-00
544150-47 50

Sow,
IS 1-2 270-350 lbs
IS 1 3 300-450 lbs
t 5 1-3450-500 1•13S
S 1-3 r1-650
I SI4.400-54) lbs.
Boars $34 35 50

$40.110-41-00
541 00-44.00
144 00-47 00
446.50-40 00
540.011-ii-111
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Calendar...

3aDy WeeK Samos
20% off
Baby's basics

."\

Sale
3.03
Reg. 3.79. Adorable cotton
--filuctio-tolm-baby means easy one-piece dressing for
mom. Choose solid-color
terry or print smooth knit.
Sizes §,M.L.

Sale.
3.5I

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

(Cont'd_ Irian page 51
Wednesday. April-25
Votrimoilitie.s will be
listributert from 9 a.m.
3T30 writ". at Colitity
Road -1/epartmet4. East
SycitthoLetztLet.

Stock Market

Prices furnished by First of
Reservations for Mur- Miehigah
ray State University Industrial Average
-4.36
Alumni Banquet --Pyr- Air Products
• Is
4 •
'Sa tu Utley. -7k11-13-11-td-ht.-- Aiiiili Computer
made by today by. call- Ailierican Te1eP119ne
1614
ing 762-3737 or 762-373S. Chrysler
245s -1'4
49 -3
,
Dupont
Ladies day eventS at Ford
3434
lturea V Country Club
GA l".
16"4
's
will, include golf and General Motors
645,, - 1.,
bridge at 9:30 a..m. and GenCorp, inc.
3934 ;
luncheon_at
noon.
__
3'2'5„
Goodrich ,
253,s
.
Bridge with Haze Gocrlyear
Home
Health
hostess
will
be
as
Jitiale
7:18
1-'11
at :9:30 a.m. _at Oaks Care America
Contry
u
Club.
---

of--preregistration for Murray
!lead Skirl will be froth
s it
to S p.m. at center
in Early Childhood
Center.

110'14 um.
135, - 1.,
497„, :1 a
-

a

T...

-1
11

.12
3-1,1s
6401
325-s a.
512
40 - 1,,
357
,

313,
-1414
-914

3.,
WIC

tinf.
9 54

STOCKS - MUNICIPAL BONDS - MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

1

AMERMAN'S

aie

TIRE

rt

2.39
Reg. 2.99 pkg. of 3. Terry
underpants in comfortable,
absorbent 100% cotton.
White and pastels. Sizes

•

1.1.3.M.
Jerrie»
.1.C. l'entiti
Johnson
.1Titm son
kniar t
Mary Kay' Cosni.
l'enwit It
Quaker Oats
Sears Stuart }fall
Texaeo
-.S. Tobacco
%%al-\tart •
Wendy's
• A.L.
C.E.F. Yield

WOODMEN BLDG.. MURRAY 753-9476

Sef
,
O114- -day-

Pk of-3----Reg. 4.39. Pkg. of short
sleeve pullover shirts of
comfortable combed cotton.
In white and assorted'
colors. Sizes S,M,L,XL.
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SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT - INVESTMENTS

SAL
Get Rainy Day Savings
On New Tire Traction!

GOOD/YEAR
Save On The Performance
Eagle ST With The RoadGripping Tread Design
• Double belted gas saver
radial for street machines
and vans
• Road responsive, with
double belts tO muscle
the tread
• White letter perfect sidewall
styling, or._ smoolh,blacicwal I
.-Sizeslo lit U.S. cars.
including street machtnes
vans
No Trade Needed

White Letter
Size

SALE
PRICE

P185,70R13
P195'70R13
P195170R14
P205/70R1_4
10215'70R14
OR_14_
P225 -70R15
P235 70R15
P245 60R15

$58.00
S63.15
569.90
$73.90
$77.10
_679$80.85
$83.95
$86.55

(.0

All Sale Prices ind Sat.. April 28

SHOP THE"MORE"STORE-

You II find more than toi!,,i lines ol
abod-year auto and light truck tires
when you shop Goodyear but that s
not all Almost locations-you II find
-complete auto service too Not just
trre-rriounting but everything from a
lube-and-oil change to tone- oos
IrUnr^ePts and rrLlt, You Hoven

as / 30 am And we do take appoint,
rnents - since that-saves your time
as well as ours So when you re
ready to shbp stop with-us Remember Goodyear tires and auto service
Tor rimy Irood years in your car•

find service managers .
vkiho know
how to listen,and salespersons who
know how to answer questions

Chances are you II have a choice
of -credit too - the familiartharge
CAWS plus The Silver Card Trom
Citibank And if you rt• an early TISOf
• HIII f,nd Gund,ua, or-YY)
a,l.

GUARANTEED

STEEL RADIAL SALE

off
20%sleep-ins

Sale 18.99-57.99
Carseats and strollers.

Snugly

Sale 5.39 Reg. 6.99. Two-way stretch terry
sleeper. In pastels with embroidered trim.
/
2.
Snaps down legs. Sizes 0 to 11
Sale 3.60 Reg. 4.50. Mitten-cuff sleep gown
keeps baby comfy. Pastels and prints in
polyester knit.. Size
(fits infants to 18 lbs)
_
(
Sala 4.40 Reg: 5.50. Mesh knit pajaMas.
Cardigan-style print top snaps to solid-color
pants. Polyester. Sizes 1 to 4.
Sake prices effectivethrough _Saturday.

Maxi-Taxre stroller
Carry Free umbrella
stroller
Collier Safe & Sound e
car seat
. Co-Prior car Sea'
Not sh9wn
Ljmbteiia strottei

LUBE 8. OIL
CHANGE 8, FILTER

Custom
Polysteel

Reg. Sale
73.00 57.99
23.99 18.99
54 99 43.99
21.59

inc.udes uo to hve
Cluarla main, brand
DII

46 00 35.99
• Chassis lubrication and oil change
• includes light trucks
• Please call for appointment

"SAY HELLO
TO VECTOR!"

Penne
1954 I r

Chestnut Hilts Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky

r r.",r•A^ •

.0•••••••••

•

t

•
•••••••••

Save Now On The
Radial That Keeps
ljs Feet, Even in
The Rain'

Whitewall
Size
P155 130R13
PM 80813
P195 75R14
P205 751315
P215 75815
P235 -75815'

SALE
PRICE
545.00
$51.95
$59160
$65.40
568.35
574.30

WHEEL
AUGNMENT
• Set front or
rear wheel caster camber and
toe on cars with
adjustabl*suspension Chevettes light trucks cars'
requiring MacPherson Strut
-ciasz.ection extra •
$1

Wananted 90 lam m 4 00;5,11/1 50.411444,
comes Imst

...OMNI'S

Cred,t card c04404444Ke
tor automotrve needs
P,ck 1117 ii. apploCal,Of1 MOW If
your nearby GOOdimw'WM&

hlet4rede needed
Setf ENDS APRIL 28

newest ali
season facia, Onnue crisscross
tread delivers LA) to 25'• rare
mites? Oar CflP Nava/11m ifileaq•
411*
••41,,r ahudx..a.
Cone See GPOdyea,S

ODIVEAN

Ru o p Goodyear
.S. 641 S.
"Businmwis Good"

• Murray, Ky.

(502) 753-0595

"We Have A Winning Team L=.- Quality, Quantity & Price"

•4.4.

• • • • 1,. • 7
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OBITUARIES
Ed West, Sr., dies Sunday

I(It %I 1.1.1)(4.1i

1%IEs

'ft)%D%.

t3

.

Bulas Wilson's rites Sunday

Edward M. I Edi N atter 1..„MLctJTT
ThY funtral_tor
Fork Cemetery.
West, gr.. 65, 1513 and John Dale will Wilson was Sunday
at 3- - Mr: Wilson, 77. ftt. 1,
Dudley
, died Sunday officiate.
p tn. in the chapel of died Frfclay at 7:45 a.m
night aLWjILig
-wflf -follow-in , Max Churctlitt, ruifefaT
BowId HoSpItal; Mem- the Murray City. Home, The Rev.
Danny County Hospital. He had
Phis, Tenn. He had -been - Cemetery-.
testie bffiCiafed".-MiTsi-C retired in 1972 from the
a patient there (or about
Friends .may .call at was ,by, trie sitatia. Kentucky Highway
a month after being - the funeral home after 3 Brothers Quartet.
Department.
transferring from the p.m. Tuesday.
Active pallbearers
Murray-CallowaY Counwere Jerry Falwell.
Survivors are his
ty Hospital. •
Gary Haneline, Jesse wife. Mrs. Lorene
Mr. West was
Futrell,- Dale Hughes-.- Kingths Wilson; two
employed as a salesman
Jim-my- -Anderson and --daughters. Mrs. Bobby
at Carroll VolkswagenHarold McReynolds.
Lockt:and ,Mrs. Jerry
Audi-Mazda, Inc. Prior
Honorary pallbearers Barrett:._ three...sons,
to .tharhe had been a
Services for Mrs. were Leslie- Douglas. Bobby. Jimmy
and Billy.
salesman for Parker Ruby Peeler Biffle were
Hargrove. Ray Wilson; one sister. Mrs.
Ford. Inc., for 10 years. Sunday at 1 p.m. in the Broach, John Baker. Rella
Clark; one
operated -Ed's Food - chapel of Max Churettll;
'Wilson. Edmond brother. C B
Market'at_16th and Main - Funeral- Home-- Gamhte and.
Earl Chr1stenbefry;, eight
_
ISIreetg for 12 years and
The- Rev.- Rerid ri-i•k Futrell.
grandchildren: one
was with Colonial Bak- Lewis. the Rev: Layne
"•••“
in the West great-grandchild
ing Co. for 18 years.
Shanklin and the Rev. Born. March 23_ 1919. _ T-Orty Elkins. officiated
,
Graveside rites for• retired from. the United
was the son of the late Jones. - Mike Beane.
Bailey
Paul Jones were. States Navy and a
Owen M. West • and- Allen Cunningham,.
Saturday at 2p.m: at the- member- of a Ha ptiSt
Thelma Boyd West.
Chris Thomas, Douglas
Oak Grove Cemetery. T. Church.
•
The Murray man w.as S.1)...a.r.p and.
e ••
7R
Biartf Nov. 9,-1462-. in
a member at the tierndon.
officiated.
Henry County. he was
Seventh and Poplar
Burial was in the
Pa I I b ea re rs we re the son of the late Henry
Church of Christ.
Temple Hill CeMetery.,
Cleris. Wils-orl, Jerry Jones and Lola Hum,
l4:.i survived by-his
Mrs. Biffle. _85, 1107
Mac Jones:Thomas- Ed- phreys Jones:
wife. _Mrs. Sadie-Vine AL.-41itid-T1lmtsclay
Paschall. eh-g-urvivors are foula-Hes
Jones West; one at 8:45 p.m. at her
Valentine, Don Parker:. sisters, M-rs. Eva
-daughter, Mrs. William home.
and J.V. Hill.
Paschall, Paris. Mrs.
atmei Smith, Lash.- -She isliurviveal by her
Valentine,'Rt. 1,
I.omo
riv_e.Murray; _husband. Willie Riffle:
of Paris. Tenn., were
Puryear, Tenn. Mrs.
one son. D
'dward M. . one daughter, Mrs.
charge of arrangments. Polly Orr. Murray, and
West. Jr.. Irti,nd. Lamon Peeler:. one
Mr. Jones, 81. Depot Mrs. Glen Edwin
Ore.; one broth
brother, Riley Peeler;
Street. ,Parrs. died Paschall, Hazel.
Haron B. West, Olive
grandchildren; 14 Thursda afternoo
He was preceded in
y
n at
Boulevard, Murray.
grea randetiildren. Henry County General.•'death by one daughter'
Four grandchildren
Hospital there. He was and two brothers.
are David Smith, Jennie
Smith. Nancy Smith and
Christie West. all 01
'Murray: KU STUMP REMOVAL
The funeral will be ?We con remove stumps up
0 to 24 below the ground.
Wednesday at 11 a.m,iti
435 4343 or 435 4319.
We Now Haul Pit Gravel.
the chapel of J.H. Chur
chill Funeral Home. Dr
•C

_

-

Mrs. Biffle's services held

•
•••••...sys.••••••••••

k

Bailey Paul Jones, 81, dies

erre

0

Central Shopping Center Hwy 641 N Murray
753 4025 Mon Sat 9 9, Sun 12 6

AT BEGLEY'S YOU RECEIVE
TWO SETS OF COLOR PRINTS
FOR ONE LOW PRICE.

EVERYDAY,EVERY'TIME.

PLAN AHEAD
MAKE FINAL ARRANGEMENTS
For A Burial Plan
Anyone Age 0-80
Also a Plan For Age 45-80
Regardless of Present Health

NEW TO ZMIS AREA!

_

ONE TO KEEP

ONE TO SHARE

•

RECOMMENDED by the Kentucky
Funeral Directors Burial Association And
HONORED BY —
MAX CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME, MURRAY, KY.
J.H. CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME, MURRAY, KY.
BLALOCK-COLEMAN FUNERAL HOME,MURRAY,KY,
MILLER FUNERAL HOME, HAZEL, KY.

WR-3 ROTARY WASH
-CARPET CLEANING
With A 2 T-o 3 houi , Drying Powe,
We GUARANTEE All Work Done
Windows, Floor, Any Type Cleaning
W-e-go.te-lgarpet-protection vyrtn
Guard" at no extra charge
Call & Ask About Our April Special!
Mayfield 247-4084

Write for information
Burial Plan
P.O. Box 405
Murray. Ky. 42071

Or

Murray 759-1558

ADAMS CLEANING SERVICE

Your name
Address.
City
Phone

CALL ANYTIME!

•

Zip

Code

At Lincoln Federal...
Valuable Free Gifts'
PLUS
10.60%* Interest on 5 Year Certificates
10.50%* Interest on 31/2 Year Certificates
10.40%* Interest on 21/2 Year Certificates
BEGLEY'S0)

Lincoln Federal Savings and Loan has
the program you have been waiting for.
TV's and other super gifts.. plus high
interest when you invest in our highearning certificates.
Get a free gift to erey now, plus your
_ money boil tater with fu intGresitAllyou:.
Fove to &is-open-a Lincoln Federal 21.'i, 3L',
or 5 year savings certificate. Then,according
to your deposit, you'll receive o corresponding
free gift'.(See gift chart.)
The best part is that witha LinccrIn
Federal Savings Certificate you're locking inc
guaramedvigtritiretaritreitixj
-reifinvorcr—
bad idea with rates-constantly changing. To rake advantage of-this offer, stopin at
any of our conveniently located branches, or
complete the coupon and mail it to us.

Color Print Film
Developing Plus Twin Prints
110, 126, 135 12 Exp. Roll
(C-41 Process)
Up to 24 Prints

Color Print Film
Developing Plus Twin Prints
Disc 15 Exposure Roll
Up to 30 Prints $

17
•

Coupon Valid Thru April 29, 1984

Coupon Valid Thru April 29, 1984

DWG POW

Color Print Film
Developing Plus Twin Prints
110, 126, 135 24 Exp. Roll
(C-41 Process)
Up to 48 Prints

SUPER RATES...AND SUPER FREE GIFTS
PLUS HIGH INTEREST!
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• Quality Film Developing
• Fast
Dependable Service
•
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Color Print Film
Developing Plus Twin Prints
135 36 Exposure Roll
(C-41 Process) $
Up to 72 Prints

Plus Begley's

FREE' from
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Crass attends Lexington workshop
Murray High School.
home economics
teacher Sally Crass has
'
-reetnitty-rettirlied front
Lexington-where she attended a workshop on
Positive Energies for
Professionals.
The consumer in.
terest workshop was
sponsored by The Etee-tricot Women's Round
Table and the Kentucky
Home Economics
Association.
The keynote speaker

for the' evrat.. was Dr
education_ from Penn-. taught at the elemen- - • . _Crass reports she .atCarol A. Bacon. Con
: sylvania University and tary, secondary, college tended "issues Faring
neautville. Penn., who is' Mercyhurst College. a and university levels _
for Families in the 80's„" a
econattlered one - dr-Mt-rtraYffs=_• 7ffei
10 years.
brief look at sever imforemost educators • in
Phil from Florida
Participant's were portant issues
ronthe development of col- Sta'te University in • given the choice of.
ling families,
ir imlege level courses for home economics educa: variety Of workshops to pact on . families
and
television inservice use Win.' housing and city attend. Some of these in- families' resources for
and is a consultant for planning.
cluded "Motivation coping.
school districts, state
She produced and from Within." "Issues
She also attend ,"The
boards of education, hosted a weekly televi- Facing Families in the Kroger Technical
federal employees and sion program on 'attn. 80's," "Communication Center." focused a stop
private business.
tion. fOod - preparation •-•Skills- to' - Reduce --per=-- Step deleriPtion of
B a con hold a and consumer education sonal and Professional product development
to
bachedors degree in for the Florida Power Stress," and "High marketing ideas- to
home econirnics from reCoperation and has Tech-High Touch."
grocery store shelves..

Veterans service of-4iser-e,'-itinera4-diree-ters
and other professionals
who regularly deal with
-the next or kin of deceas..

Sally Crass

the headstone or
inariter must- be- paid
from private funds," VA
wants to insure that the
next of kin of veterans
are aware of this
requirement-

.ed veterans are reminded-that the Veterans Administrtion does not pay
The VA has no
the installation fee for specific authority to pay
government furnished the installation fee. and
headstones on -private • Bannalaald kieh a pro.cemeteries.
gram would be difficult VA does pay, for eligi- to administer because of
ble veterans, a $300 the differing charges by
burial allowance and private cemeteries for
installing a headstone.
$150 plot allowance ti
help defray funeral_ex. ."Some cemeteries
penses and the cost of- a - provide the installation
grave space, according service without charge.
to Chief Memorial Af- but there-is no limit to
• fairs Director Paul T. what can be charged."
Bannai said-.
Bannai.- who noted
headstone seting
To help provide more
charges could be paid information on all.VA
from these allowances. headstone and marker
Hanna
benefits, a pamphlet.
reminder is necessary "The Veterans
because of a lack of Headstone and Marker
Program." is being
_MIlderslanding by some
printed
-and will be sent
when applying for The
to all VA facilities and
free monument.
While instructions on veterans service
the a.pplication Jowl_ 'the organizat_ian_jor
application _itself state distribution to the
that -all costs to install public.

Fashion Expo Sal

Package falls from
airi•
mer; hits vehicle
Spring into
action teams.
It's the season!
Sale 9.99
Orig. $15. Striped camp shirt is a gowith-all favorite. Cotton/polyester
Misses' Sizes 8 to 18.
•

Sale 12.99

Orig. $17 Button-front skirt of
polyesterrcotton poplin iS gently
gathered Misses' sizes 8 to 18-7

Orig. $14. Striped pullover in
polyester/cotton knit with woven
collar Juniors-sizes

Sale 11.99 Orig. $1Z Pull-on pants with a trio of
pockets Polyester/cotton twill
Juniors' sizes S,M,L

4404-40.

WAI:MART

she

Sale 6.99

OF

Orig. $8. Cool tee top sweetened
with.scallops Polyester cotton knit
Misses. sizes S,M.L.XL

A limited time offer on th portrait deal of a lifetime

Sale 5;99

`'M •

Orig._8.5_Q. Tennis shorts with fly front
come in a great array of colors
Misses' sizes 6 to 20

II'

Sale 5.99

M •

•1 l

Orig. $12. Pull-on shorts with pockets
fore and aft Polyester-cotton twill
Juniors sizes S.M.L

1 i•S

Sale 8.99

1JOIN

NEWARK. N.J. i
cher, who would not
- Three'People escaped give his name.serious injury, when a
The package with a
package, possibly _fall- Regent Air logo printed
ing from a passenger on -it was part of a ship:
jet, stritek t-he , wind- merit for Flight 005,
shield of their ear. Plane N502RA. owned
authorities say.
by Regent Air, a Los
Kitty and Robert Wolf Angeles-based airline,
and their grandson. the dispatcher said.
Robert Davion. all of
Tom (lauss. a Regent
-A*?' stattorr-marta0r:.- they were driving4m the said the plane took off at
New Jersey%--Turnpike 7 p.m. Sunday, two
near New-ark Interna- minutes before the
tioual- Airport when the package struck the car.
4L'ardboard_box_containm
The----p
reporteft- g-s-malljars-of-je ity- hit -there wag-no in-di
- their car. that the cargo bay hadA dispatcher at the opened, he said.
statelooliee barraehs
Pori Newark said _Mrs. determined" whether
Wolf. -who was driving, the. package came from
!, cuts-4o the planet
d.
her face and hands but adding that the aircraft
refused treatment.
' was being checked in
"We- have teemed it Los Angeles: Where= _ .
tii unusualaircraft inci- arrived
on schedule
dent." said the dispat- Sunday night_ —

Sale 9.99

gait

_9112._. $14.Bowling shirt in tropical
prints, stripes, other patterns. Rayon.
Juniors' sizes S,M.L

Sale 5.99
Orig. 514. Belted, pleated walk shorts
with newAy_culfs.....BanheteDiton..
Juniors-iozes 5 to 15

egg

Intermediate markdowns may have
been taken
Sale pnces effective through Saturday

2-8 x 10s, 3-5 x 7s, 15 wallets

20 portraits for just

95
WITH
COUPON
Reg S1295

Present ths coupon to our photographer with 95c deposd on
your portrod collect.on One

II

•

cNot vol.d
other offer $I srlting fee for
some portrait Scrtisfaction otwoys or IOU,
'money refunded Offer
"
valid only on dates and at locations hsted

ff7,d1);"

yet+ ony

1

U.
•
These Days Only:
April Tues. 24, Wed.,25,
Thurs. 26, Fri.
28.
•
Shopping Center a Daily;
US. Hwy. 641 Norih

,
r,

nn
*1St J

C Penney Company Inc

CheshiUt
Murray, Kentucky
° Catalog Phone(502)759-4080
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Reagan proclaims Nat'l Consumer Week
President Reagan has of our marketplace. the
proclaimed the week of relationship between
April 23, 1994 *.s.
_buyer and seiiejvflaI
Hotta! Consumers-W-6W ly important. It is one
This year the slogan is that should be based on
"Consumers Mean trust and goodwill and
Business". It em- the free flow of informaphasizes the importance tion. Not only do you as
that the consumers play a consumer need inforin the marketplace and mation about your puralso the responsibility to chases, credit charges,
make their wants arid warranties and Other_
Wishes known. With the important factors, but
increasing complexity the business you deal

with can also benefit
from hearing your
views When prrors_cip.
cur, the consumer and
the business need to
communicate' so that
misunderstandings can
be quickly resolved and
in a mutually satisfactory way. Those who are
sensitive to consumer
nee_ds and services.and
recognize ttiat wellinformed consumers
mean business - repeat
sales and sound market

relationships - can ex- tiuns fur earning. spen- his message to Congress.
pect to be rewarded ding, saving, and in- in 1962 proclaimed four
-W4th,continuing- -oppor- :N*44444-w.-ineome. bask- rights 'ler _eon,
tunities to serve and creased consumer and Sumers and-they are: 1
profit. Wise consumers, economic' education in The right to safety•and
properly informed and schools. wOrkshops, the protection 'aganist
working with business media -and the distribu- hazardous products,
representatives at all tLort _of _informative The right to be informed
levels, can assure that materials from govern- and to be given the factsour marketplace ment and business give needed to make an inoperates on mutual consumers a greater ap- formed choice. 3i The
trust and fairness.preciation of their tights right-to rhressp.among a
Consumers -need to and responsibilities in variety of products and
understand the market our imcomparable services, and 4
economy, both here and American economy.
right to be heard
abroad, and their opPresident Kennedy in through representation

in the formulation of
government policy. The
first step in -becoming aneffective consumer is
to heroine aware of
these rights and.how to
exercise them.
National . Consumers
Week is only an introduction 7- a means of
raising the community's
4Wallq:14
.
3SW AO- the- need
for continuing education. This is the time to
get people interested
and to get programs

started. -The intereisC----• •
goodwill, and activities
generated - during- -the -week serve consumers
only if people continue
t-o learn :how the. .
marketplace functions
and how they are able to
participate regularly in
decision making that effects our economy and
consumer - -well-being.
Remember, consumer
education today is the
key to consumer survival tomarrow

as Ion xpo Sa
NATIONAL CONSUMERS WEEK - City of
Murray will be observing National Consumers Week April 23-29. With Mayor Holmes Ellis are
(from left) Angelina Bray, Frankfort, Lori Farris, Tri City, both Murray State University home
economics students, and Dr. Joan Maupin. MSIU
home economics department, area of consumer
affairs. _

Best newspapers- recorded
•Lt.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

NEW YORK (API-- papers on its 1974 list
Three -newspapers have which didn't.repeat, The
made Time magazine's Louisville Courier-list of the nation's top 10 Jodrnal and The
- papers-for the third time --M4-1-waiskee Journal.
- The New York Times. were hampered by "the
The Los Angeles Times limited newsiness of the and The Washington areas they cover.'!
Pot.
A third newspaper on
They were joined b_y
the -1974-tist-which did
-The Boston- Globe, The
not repeat. Newsday of
Chicago Tribune, The
Long Island. is "vigilant
Des Moines Register,
and bright" but is rankThe
Miami Herald. The
........_.....
.....
.
ed among newspapers
Philadelphia Inquirer,
The St. Petersburg that "might qualify for
and The Wall- -more-national i
Street Journal.
if they were .not overTime, which named shadowed by even betits- top 10 newspapers in ter neh - rby
1974 and 1964. said two competitors."

THE ACES
"Nothing that is worth
knowing can be taught." -Oscar Wilde.

BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH
•Q 7 5
•Q6 2
•7 4 3
•J 10 8 3

4-23-A

Beginners learn early
WEST
EAST
that it pays to draw the •J 1094 3
•A K 8 2
opponents' trumps. More •5 4 3
•7
difficult to teach is when not .•6 5
•Q J 109
+7654
to draw trumps. In these •A 9 2
cases, clear thought is worth
SOUTH
•6
more than any general rule.
•AKJI098
South ruffed the second
•A K 8 2
spade and drew two rounds
•K Q
of trumps, expecting an
even trump break. East disVulnerable: Both. Dealer:
carded his highest club to South. The bidding:
signal an even number of
clubs, and West was ready South West North East
21P
Pass
2 NT
Pass
for the next trick. He 3•
Pass
3,
Pass
pounced on South's club 4V
Pass
Pass
Pass
queen and led another
trump to kill dummy. With
Opening lead: Spade jet*
dummy's clubs stranded,
South's last chance lay with East was known to have
the
a 3-3 diamond break. When high spades, South was
a
• this failed, South lost two huge favorite to have the
,,diamonds and the game clubs he did.
went one down.
South assures the game if ....
The_Aces _
- lie-...4150Siii-oray a second trump. Instead, he attacks South holds: 4-23-B
the club ace and West is
•J 8 4 3 2
helpless. If , West takes the
•10 5
first club and leads a trump,
•109 4 3
South wins and plays the
+98
last club from his hand. A
third round of trumps to
dummy draws the last North East South West
1 NT
trump and places the lead in l•
Pass
2 NT
3 NT
All
dummy for two diamond
Pass
discards on dummy's high
ANSWER: Club nine. Partclubs.
About that club seven by. ner stuck his neck out with
East - couldn't it have his bid of three clubs. Lead
been an encouraging signal a club to find out why.
instead of a count signal? In
bridge questi
-Oos to The Aces.
other circumstances, yes. Seed
PO. Boa 12363. Dallas, Tani 76125.
But since South opened with with sett-addressed.'tempi envelope
a game-demand bid and for reply
-

Check with State Farm
*Competitive Rates
*Guaranteed Lifetime Income
•Waiver of Premium for Dtsabrlity Option
• Good Neighbor Service
Jan* Rogers
753-9627
•201 S. 6th

....$3
Sa
ve
$2
to
Summery

Sa
$11
ve
Sprin

g jacket-dressing
Sale 26.99

shirts and shorts
Sale 5.99 and 7.99

each
Reg. $38. Our versatile two-piece outfits that go from day to
dinner beautifully. Cool, comfortable sundresses in stripes and
floral prints. And over each dress, a coordinating solid color short
sleeve jacket. In easy-care polyester/cotton blends Choices for
misses' sizes and petites' sizes. You'll find a style in half sizes, too.
Sale prices effective through Saturday.

Sale 5.99 Reg $8 Short sleeve scalloped tee shirt of polyester
conon knit. Sunny solid colors and assorted stripes In misses'
regular and petite sizes S,M,L
Women's style in sizes 38 to 44. Reg. $11 Sale 7.99
Sale 5.99 Reg. 8.50:The perfect partner! Tennis shorts of
polyester/cotton with front-pockets, elastic backwaist Terrific
solid colors_ Misses' regular and petite sizes-6 to 20
Women's style in sizes 32 to 40. Reg $10 Sale 7.99

•20% off
All briefs and girdles
Save on all, including these brief styles
Sale $4 Reg, $5. Soft Skins@ basic.
Sale 5.20 Reg. 6.50. Lacy Soft Skins@
.--5ale-6,40-Reg„-$8..Tummy-controi etyie.

Sav
20%
e
Clip-to-Fit
slips

Save on all slips for women, including these
Clip-to-Fit styles of Antronf, Ill nylon
Sale 8.40 Reg. 10 50. Full slip
Sale 6.40 Reg $8 Half slip

Sav
e
25%
Fabric
handbags

Sav
e
and
$4
$5
Women's leather casuals

Sale 6.75 Reg 59 Super Spacer rayon canvas
bag with plentiful pockets and pouches
Sale $9 Reg $12 Roomy rayon canvas bag
With viscose straw-look accents

•

Sale 22.99 Reg. $28. It'slopen season for
_
comfortable cut-out rn'oc-style shoes in white
or grey leather W;ge sole
,
Sale 15.99 Reg. $
Fancy footwork, our slide
with knotted vamp/ Leather, in assorted colors
Leather sling, Rab, $20 Sale 15.99

k"_-"•c--1)P

Sale 2.40 Reg $3 Figure-flattering sheer toe
Control Top pantihose with Flexxtra@ nylon
legs. Choose from a boautiful fashion coordinating selection Regular size proportioned
in short, everage and long.
'
Queen size in short or tail. Reg 350 Sale 2.89

JCPenne

•

J C Penney'Company.*Mc

ir

40,-1011.41.441111~00.
10.
1
0.
tr

I

Sav
e
20%
Control-top pantihose

Chestnut Hilts Shopping*Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone 5O2)759-4080
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Tiger track team places second in WKC championships
runnerup trophy' in' for the Nlorray High
lager _tyliek _team highlighted the rie vt4
.1.64-a1 atilleteS Iii Siit.144.4 144,
4'
‘‘4'!“ Kentucky
Conference Track (711ampuni>:lup:.
Nicaray
State's Roy"For a school our size to w in second place like
Ural. well that's really doing something,- said
•-FHA- ittr•lt --Jimrny-t-tarretl.
• The 'Tigers "really did something: witha high
ieoring foursome of- \lark-Rig-gess. Jas(in Bill.
91gton. )ewavire 4;..innacis and Andy Parks A ho among them scored, IAul the - team's. 1;2
points
. .
". Boglicss, thr
,leictlifing state A 11.111114 III
iAe 414.01 11112143-414gut.i- ("alto-wiry4 srnt
•7
=
%lb!'CUM] on inisseS' as hoth; le,. red 4; foot. 1 in the
- Saturday competition
•
, I rew ayne 4;animons was another in-point w. intier in one event as he ptao etf lust in the dist•us
itti. thr...w of 144)-9 NV .1150 illukt`li tip tw to
;roans *tor a nth-Place shot effort
1.4..4111 14111titgl..ti. d .71-4-Tlyltrrn, wrin ttrr :IL•rort
mi.it•f• riin with a
ht•s,t
oi lir 19 95
to lla red
+4W- of Morse - girt
w in at the end He hung tough with a guy ['rum
ho passed him on the last lap

TheirHilhrigtori came on to heat him_ al the
who placed_thirdin the shot. and George Moore
• Barry Knight took second in.the 1500 meter and
iery-tiittl. He was tait- of those who wasn't stipposho'Cann. in 111%in iboth the- likkr44-$4Jthird in the 3200-meter runs as the only multi- but Md.
.
_.
meter' runs.
event scorer. the Lakershad.
.
!al-1...-pieked- tip 4401- 'second phire- points in
- "I'm very- pleased with .our:overall effort and
Albritton managed to score a second place -in
tIi,' till high hurdles and six for third place in the
from .now on -I hope we can continue to improve.
the high jump. hut didn't participate in the 400
high jump behind•Boggess and Albritton.
e're aiming for the regional and then the seemeter rim- one of his better events which might
"We had some autstanding performances by
tiwvil titles right now ang_this 1WKe_12nd placer_
have - cost - -the -1.akers'' points. Shim nrig-icilTd.
.our-tirst-pla-Cr- -gtiys. but the tither guys who got.
will give us a little extra boost," Harrell said.
Glenn liri-indon, a sophomore. came through
the thirds, foorths and fifths were just as imporThe Tigers have a meet scheduled with host
with a second place in the shot' 147-feet,
tant to Mir
." Harrell noted.
Calloway County and Mayfield on Tuesday after-__ ----3-itudresr however. and
Darren -I Alit is, another
The Tig,er'S were a far cry from first place
noon and. Fridav. night seven hiembers of the
underclassman.
. came in third in the pole vifult.
team W inner Pacha-ah Tilghman's 110 total, but
MHS squad will participate in the Murray State
• •11 e're going ID _have a heart-to-hvart talk
the t...anis--444.im Fort Qftmpbelh r57 t and Webster
Invitational-at Stewart Stadium.
betorc
practice today." Simmons said this mornL'otint
were right on the Murray heels.
\niurig the invited will be Iloggess. %anci:.
and_ -maybe, we'll- - get some •- things'. j$.
• 77When it-14011.41-4nd the-hoynmift. relay I-didn't
•
'straightened
out before -Tuesday's meet- With'
know whether to be sad or not." Harrell said.
McFeron who will participate with Wagner.
Nturrite and Mayfield."
,
•'Fort Campbell's got a good mile relay team and
Moore and-Parks in the mile relay'.
I
it they had 'reittenats_andluicicked.usout-o{--points
•
- IT.
• .
•• • •
in that event they could have knocked us uut of -- --The MI-IS
girls trackleam had two members to
Calloway ('ounty's l.ady Lakers were denied
second place. Hut then again," he added. "we've
score during the-WKC meet. won by Fort Camp-any .-11rSt-pli-i-ce points in the WKC, but star
got a prettN• good relay team ourselves so you
bell with 91 points.
freshm-in tiaeci44 Grinu‘s posted. two scrond
r-irrirrw w hat ratan trax e appenel.
The I ad'Tigers 412 points. had a second place
places ht•hind Tilghman's Latonya .Jones in the
1% hat did happen was the Tigers tricked up • in the shot by
Diana Ridley and Charit
l .Walston
200 meter and 400 meter events:
- events like- Tommy Wagner's
-finished fOUFth in the highltimpT
Grimes also canie in third in the long jump third pla..-e run in the 400 meters-. Wagnercame
• • •
again finishing behind Jones, the whiner. in second behrod the two Tilghman entries that •
Calloway County's bovs,_ who plaeed fifth
In the high ji.iinp _Amberly-• Moss -brought finished 1:2 -iii---fhT:-'
.
7-ffiitti-S"--flas
-AA meet
t
overall in the W'KC. %verse denit.d a single firstanother runnt•rup finish for the trtIS girls and
year
rtinft inItTe--nieet
Kris Nt ilier came in fourth in the 100
-.Reside:4
- - him - a -third place overall.
''We started oft baiLwith_Lwn faise-starts--in-tho
-meter hurdles. fifth in the slit) meter -run and
11 ,1gn..es run (It
hrokeliTs-old NtliS re-c-orda
-/Tial hurdles." said CCHS Coach Stan Simmons.
sixth in
300 low hurdles.
7
•'anri we went down from there. 1N't• just didn't
The Lady Lakers:_s_cored
•poilits.alfogrther.
niter , MHS ivuihts came from Randy Payne
get it together."
good enough for -fifth place overall.
-.
- -

(4,,tk.i.

See The 1984

U.K. Basketball
Seniors
April 27th
At The
Marshall Co: High
School Gymnasium
Doors Open At 6:00 _p.m.
_
Autograph Session At 6:30 p.m:
See Turpin, Bowie, MasterBeale, Heitz
vs
Former U.K. Stars
_ •. Admission- $4.00
Every Ticket Holder Guaranteed A Seat
Tickets Available At: Dennison-HuntiMtirray
Lookofsky's/Mayfield
or at any Marshall Co. Bank

1

.1

"?

1111.S 3. Henderson County 1

Mazurka, Miller pace MHS victory
•• Again--;. the toughest
opponent the Tigers
I a red•.:tr,i son tc her %Valle Mazurka
ea m t. up with _the
And his battery partner. left hamlet. Cary
Miller. Jr_ produced a
,pit thing perfor. mance to give the Mur• ray High hasehtill squad
a .;- I vntory. Saturday.
'Ihe second game of
h e t'rit
r
against visiting Menderst in County .9-4 t was
rained out in the top of

sear

Bel Air Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
Wed., April 25
Thurs., April 26

the 'irs4 -inning at 'V\
very well and kept them. excellent-defense
HulL rid
off balance all .day,
turned two doubleplays
•rame through forced them to pit it that got us out of jams
with ii•a big blow we_
b ere be wan trd. ttwrri. eachAnne, .-. and _Ave
-said C-afy:
played heads-.W ball the- 41-41er,--.S44,-,-fa-ther of _the_---Lr-T-fre--win was the first Whole
younger Miller and of the year for the 'said.
coach of the Tigers-:--He- -yrrunger--Ntiller 'hti-fanreally hit the ball hard ned five and walked onThe Tigers. now 11-2,
and then he called a fine ly three. were scheduled to host
game behind the prate."
..raclucah Tilghman
.• 1laziirka gave ttfe
The Henderon day and a makeup game
Tigers a 2-0 'edit-in the visitors managed-only- at Morshal _County-is
iirst frame when he five -hits off tbe • Murray _.61iited_for_
sda
drilled a home run deep southpaw. and
"We've got a good
into ,left:centerfield. whenever they did con- bunch of kids who really
.Murray; added an in- nect the Murray defense enjoy playing the game.
SIll'atlfe run in the bot- 'was ready.
Winning comes a lot
tom --cif Tile -fifth- after
"That was the most easier when you're havHenderson cut the lead alert game we've ing a good time doing
to 2-1 with a solo run in played all season. We it." Miller said.
.1 he fourth.
had
d
hing
having trou,blc
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 RHE
Aboid his son's pit- with some mental er
ching, Miller
rors. earlier. but we got
-.'Cary had good control. all that straightened out
he.
the ball down on Saturday: We played _
•

MHS beats unbeaten Mayfield golfers

TENDER BONELESS

RIB EYE & SIRLOIN FILET

Steaks

a

Mayfield S golf teams
were cruising through
an -undefeated season
until Friday when they
played at Murray Country Club.
hot Murray High
Tigt•rs,and Lady Tigers
altered the course of the
seas un.s._ for both
squads

posting a 177-17S win
over the boys - and . a
- 1941-199 victory over the
-.girls.
• Ntichael Mueldeman
-and David 'Dill posted
9-hole rounds of 43 each
and along with Eric
_Groan's- 45 and .45s-from both-Wade Batmer

TRiEllt RECEIVER - Wade Mazurka called a
good game behind the plate while catching for
and Craig Schwettman.
Nlurra High lefty Cary \Idler, Jr., to help the
the Tigers nailed down
Tigers beat Henderson County. 3-1. tiaturday.
the one-stroke victory. .Mazurka also had the game-winning hit - a 2-run
In girls play. Lee
homer in the first inning.
Holcomb won medalisthonors with her 44 and
Meredith Howe and Lisa
Whitaker' chipped in a
pair of 51s to go with
.Amy_.WiNon's.:58 for the
Lady Tiger win.
•

Sampson honored
as NBA top rookie

.1
si

•

THE NASHVILLE NETWORK
By The Box Frozen
41/4 oz. ea./15 Per Box
$14.85 Box—No Limit
Tender & Delicious
USDA Inspected
Available Only At Sears

e.

IFAIII*E*T*1!

NEW. YORK AP - Si'e hi ('ross'ris o f
. Ralph Sampson of the Sports.
-Houston Rockets was
The 7•foot-4, center
named Saturday as the had a rating of 68142. National Basketball •we'll ahead of Darrell
Association's rookie of Walker of New York
the year hi The com- anal Ennis Whatley -of puter competition run Chicago, who tied for
by the Seagram's second at 53.54.
•

IF THEY'RE IN NASHVILLE
THEY'RE ON "NASHVILLE NOW"

tv
hi
, J*

c Group W Satellite Communications 1984
•

Trimmed to
Restaurant
Specifications

HURRY!
DON'T
MISS
IT!

YOU WORK
HARD FOR
YOUR MONEY
NOW MAKE
IF WORK
HARD FOR
10U.

,
a.

Great Buys on
Sea Food,
Steaks And
Other Specialties

DIRECT TO YOU FROM THE
MEAT MARKET AT SEARS
Bel Air Shopping Center

It's five. IC§ engaging. It's pure
entertainment. And you -won't -want to
miss, the fun-loving talk,
humor and music-froni.
country's most exciting.
-celebrities on "Nashville
Now' Wee.khights
THE
oi?'Channel -22.
Ask us about -receiving The Nastiville Network
in ster0o.

4

I

f you're like many Americans, your hard-earned
'dollars are probably uoderinvested. So, we'd like
you to have a FREE copy of "Building Financial Securin
'Through Conservable Investments," our guide to max- imizing income and minimizing taxes. It outlines-techniques consistent with the distinctly conservative
investment philosophy Edward D. Jones &Co. is
known for-techniques you can put to work today,
For your FREE copy, call or write:,• .

-

R. Randall Saladin
522 West Main
502-753-7401

CABLE
N
NAS)

Bei Air
MURRAY
Shopping Contor TELEVISION WORTH vsoircNiNG •

Coll
753-5005

Randy Weida.
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Olympic basketball team cut to 20; Ewing among survivors
BI.00111INGTON.
AP

-• that instead of trying . return

- All-

to

Americans Patrick Ew- Mg. • Witymhn

establish

gua

we'
rIec'ft1edtotabIISt1 the

through
,

debate.,

team

Indiana

May

In

Thr•___Oly/117piC

for

Knight said he and his

:
4election •

five days training 1111410"

Michael
Jordan
and
guards through play."
Sam . Perkins head the _ __The_ 20 players will
20-player U.S. Olympic
basketball

to

University

_chaired

Ringht- and

his - three -

roarties-

aides,

Newtown.

Wally the same decision

C.M.

Don

Donoher

and

reaelied -1
/
49.r-

a

Games

committee,

taxWave I :a Vitt,

tik-ik- part

in

voting process.

on what players to keen

The

final

the

•

12-player

addition

an-__

to

Games . in

I.OS

•

he decif! d

14

enibarking on an exhibit um. tour against Na-

the

1,y1itl

Basketball

Allhough he reported ly earned $200.000 this

media

season

after the

he

was

were announced to the

!on -

sized. an _ "amateur
,
'

plays

about

an

hour

players

were

notifirel

Southern

Methodist,

6-11

Joe

SCOREBOARD

Kleine of Arkansas and
6-11 Tim

The
riaiiieS- Of the cuts

,

_Tea chosen were 7-0 Jon
of

pie

-League:

S.
.

-International- Olyrn:

by

Commit t ee e.._.-f'art',--the-fermer---stondards7
mfy
deadline.
Wichita State star who
Knight would not comThe squad also will 'played the
past season
ment on why players_
s
hiA
ttr
for Milan of the Italian
•'
41tig
i tl'a
l j
(
'
titk
nr
+se:
15 t e
st
forl
o s
were cut.

w

7-foot Ewing, other big

Koncali

Among--tnostrAo fait,
1.11 to make it was An-

Angeles

- -

pounced today.
In

sqUad.fur 111.- Summer

McComick

Of

Michigan.
The

forwards

Perkins. 6-9.

of

4

are

ArFf-T-.

North

BarkleY. 6 - 6 ,•

if you have

*1 tIllif

275-pounder. arid Chuck

- service is fast Ask one of
- your neighbors, then give
me a call

the insurance

Person, 6-7, teammates
from

Auburn, and

State Farm offers modern,
comprehensive protection.
The cost is low, and the

Ever wonder

protection you

6;9

Jeff Turner of Vander.

.
need for your car?

*

State-arm Mutual
kutomobeiInsurance Company
a
Home Office Elloomnolor Hints •
..

bilt and the 6-9 Tisdale

01 OKlahoma..
4e

Major League Baseball Standings

Also named was Chris
Mullin, 6-6, of St. John's.

play

'eft7Itor guard or forward.
The

_

_guards

chosen

Alforp, In-

,,,•,!.,r3 I

••
•

diana; Johnny Dawklas,
yern

Georgia;

a

Louisville
Martin.
(Pa. 1;

Rtibertson,

Terry
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Is.NI O

Tisdale

Porter.

Wood.
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Montgomery beats Junghahn to revenge earlier loss
tory %%Alen rain cancen
_cal the- rest -44-1-

opponent

ches at the AISI • varsity

almost

cost him the first-place

cuurts.

seed in the No.1 singles

In the previous match

4

between

the Ohio Valley Con-

Moil-

defeated

ng

!lament seed. along with
six
tif
his
It it ce r

In .1unghalm-Angel. 6-4.

match 'between

mitten

In

match 4-s

against.

Austin -

S

ay.

),Iris.

Pray.

Barry

I/I

Murray • State

Vant - rk, 6-1, 6-O, Steve

Ni .

Ma ssati

improved

stopped

Kirk,

was

a

seed--nia 4C11, -11re

a I most

bumped

tgomery

host

from

641,

Mon-

the

fop

slot.

NISU and Eastern Ken-

Be Fel-A{111i - -twat

lirtintler

Gover-

tucky, the Racers were

nor ace lost in Friday's

awarded a 5-0 team vic-.

match " against

Johan
Tony
1

Eastern

his

streak

:beating

.
- 0

6.e.

6-2.

intact

Chris

No'. 5

tl

4444t7tOtt14--7 TIfff - Vkl7w-

Jett

6- .
Thunlas. who is third

Wall

6-3;

ltli

Keith Lindley, 6-0. 6- I. to

including

4- 0114. 1 ti

23 wins in a

was

beating

Walker enjoys best rushing day of season
By BARRY WILNER
_AP_Sports

Oe
n

"nip

and, lifted

Writer
SI a r

their

-

-teams

Herschel Walker - and

to

triumphs

have heard of -Buford

cond season. -

, Jordan and Curtis Blid-

Walker had

to daylight

-----

as

the league reached the
halfway mark of- its se-

two guys you nay never

soe - ran

United

Stales Football League

best

ifie season

Sun-

game of
...
_

at Pittsburgh as

the

New

(renerals

Spring football tabled
LEXINGTON. Ky.

- Kentucky high,
schools have not had.spring.football for eight
years. and. the athletic association's director
said he _interprets a'
'
Yote to table a reinStatement motion .as testimony that officials want
it to remain that way.
Tom Mills. commissioner'of the Kentucky
High School Athletic Association. said be
thinks the 41 14 vote by the delegate assembly
Friday means the schools are "not interested
in reinstating spring ,foottiall."
Calloway County
Principal
l
Jerry
e
Ainy
practice between Jan. 1 and

20. days of

March 30 t
.
nch

on-

hetal

h -j over

the

eji

more
arcus

hipt•ee. had a 152-yard
day - the Most ever by Breakers

runner

-

and scored twice in New
Orleans' 20-15 decision
over lienyer.
Bledsoe
record

•

set

with

a

club.

165 . yards

Iv

Oklahoma

in

Birm-

ingham, • and • Houston
took - Arizona 37T24._
Tanrtia

Bay

rallying

in

recorded their first win

Maurice ('a r
'
164.iird sroring run /
1
4/
1
41
just over five minute,

of the campaign, 3,1-17

left won

as • the
Federals

and

F1
'
Isewhere Slinday, it

- pi.

was -- Philadelphia

On Fri

,it'aged. -

last-minutc

-goal - ti Ile

stand
p reserve the /
1
4 ictfry

I ,'

The delegates passed 46-13 a motion by
Caverna Principal J. Leland Clark Unit "the
first basketball game shall not take pla.

We'll fix you up

vatterfger

(Across from tiro first Aletbuist Cherch)
Weekdays 7-5

•re

Saturday 8-3
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82
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Le us save youtime and money on your
next airline trip. Call us at 489-2199 or see
your travel agent.
Sunbird Airlines - the sensible Vternative to
driving.
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Pipes &
Accessories
1 5 Blends of
Pipe Tobacco
The Smoke Shoppe
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.
, _' i•
7-

1,4

,,
4 37

147

,,.,L

.1:1:1

..4.4.1

.241:

.:'...".2

114

147

,

614 S. 4th SC,
Murray, Fain Ins. Bldg.

•
Mondays Game
Friday April 27
,• S. ,. 3

Saturday Apr ,3 28
•45 ,-, , -•
5tr.:.11t..4, St:, ,.,
Sunday Aprd 29
3. • - .,... a

'.•:

)
s
•

Monday

•

Apr,' 30

..

Larry Krouse Insurance
524 Main

759-9888

The savings
are great at68
you

It•s always great when
can save money' These tips
make saving on your winter electric bills simple

Sttn4irsi_AirtineJ
We offer three doily flights each way
between Murray and Nashville and moneysaving joint fares with the major airlines.
Most of these joint fares ore priced only
$10.00 higher thaq the fore from Nashville! •
We will work to find the best airline
connections and lowest fares for each

Come See Us...

)111A•l•Aiie0.

. USFL Standings. Weekend Results

lower you

1 The
set your thermostat. the lower your
cost Set it at 68 degrees and dress smartly Several

THE SENSIBLE SOLUTION
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Washington
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layers of light clothing will keep

you warmer

than one

bulky garment
2 Check your central heating system air filter If it's
dirty, clean it or reptilce it. A clogged fdter makes
the system less efficient

ELECTRICITY.

Get the most
for your money.
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Coop. Corp.
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MAGIC SAVINGS!

O DINETTE SET!

•SLEEPER SOFA!

Glass Top TABLE
with Chrome Base

Full Size or Loveseat
SLEEPER Choice of Nylon Plaid

4 Plush Velvet Chairs.

Covers. Heavy Duty Sleeper Uoif.
Solid Oak Frame.
Reg. e399.95

SENSATIONAL VALUE,

UNFINISHED BAR STOOLS!

Reg. $29.95

$)
a A000

198°°

Reg. $549.95 •

-BARGAINS GALORE!

REVOtUT#ONARY SELEcTraNt

•WATERBED!
Complete King Size

Solid Oak BAR STOOLS

•LIVING ROOM!
Bryant Nylon Plaid
SOFA & CHAIR

WATERBED SYSTEM

With Rush Seat. 24" or 30— Sizes.

Including Frame, Deck, Pedestal,
Mattress, Liner, Heater

Solid Oak Frame, Wood Trim

AMAZING SELECTION!

ROCKER RECLINER
OR WALLAWAYI
Your Choice Of A Beautiful
ROCKER RECLINER or
a WALLSAVER In A Choice Of Durable
Nylon Velvet Covers. Several Colors
To Choose From.
Reg. $289.95 $

1 4.80°

Reg. $599.95

LANE CEDAR CHEST!
•

Beautiful Queen Anne Style.
Choice of 3 Tables At One Low
Price. Oval Cocktail, Oval End,
Drawer End.
Reg. $279.95

and Back Cushions. Steel Coil
Springs. Oak rrame

$ 138°Pach

$698°°

Rog. $1149.95
Queen Sleeper Also Available

a

LANE LOVE CHEST
.In A Choice Of Finishes. Cedar
Lined. Choice Of Padded Top Or
Solid Top.
Reg. $279.95

Kroehler Contemporary Haitian Cotton SOFA AND
LOVESEAT with Macrame
Throw Cushions. Loose Seat

$34800

ASTONISHING SAVINGS!

SOFA AND LOVE SEAT
BASSETT SOLID CHERRY
TABLES

am-r‘o

1 480°
KROEHLER COUNTRY STRIPE
LIVING ROOM

IMPORTANT REDUCT1001

SEALY BEDDING!
•

With Solid Oak Trim On Arms. Steel Coil
Springs, Spring Edge Front. Durable and
Beautiful Cover.
Reg. $699.95 MATCHING
SOFA
LOVESEAT

All SEALY
POSTUREPEDIC BEDDING

INSTOCK
2

Price

43800- $388"
A

gi

IMO 134511
TABLE AND_ 4 AL/ PI000
0
CHAIRS T4
.9
2" Tabht with
wi

4

1

98°°.

•

ROCKERS &
RECLINERS!

rv
RE: 1259152r
ieSvimAA0A
S CATNAP2

POSITION
ChOit• of

1-46c 152 00

RECLIN
IN
V"""'*"

8"
17

'-

CM lel 50
0112 00
544 43, 00
0
99
.0
/H
TAF
I.
G 05
SOFA
CHAIR

4 Chairs
Rattan and Brass Glass Top Table,
Genuine Rattan Table Base And Chair
Backs, Brass Chair Bases.

'49800

BASSETT
SOLID PINE
BEDROOM
SUITE

Includes Triple Dresser, Hutch
Mirror: 5 Drawer Chest, Headboard
and Footboard.

Reg. $1,149.95
$

79.800

DUNN FURNITUREWAREHOUSE
U.S 641 North
Murray

9 5 Mon Thurs. & Saturday
97 Friday

6th & Broadway
Mayfield

348
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FARM AND AG NOTES
eat farmers can enter revised program

Miirray Ledger & Times

Secretary of
Agriculture John R.
Block has announced
that wheat farmers will
be permitted to enter
the revised 1984 wheat
program during an
April 16-May 4 signup
period.
Wheat farmers who
have not already signed
up in the program are
encouraged to take advantage of the revisions
in this 1984 program. A
strong additional signup
once again will prove
that wheat farmers are
willing to play a major
role 'in solving many of
their immediate
problems.

Farmers with wheat
bases who previously
had not signed up for the
1984 wheat program are
eligible to participate in
the revised program.

change their participation in the wheat program and the paymentin-kind program by notifying their local ASCS
office.

diversion rate of $2.70
per bushel.
*Advance diversion
payments will be
available.
•
*PIK payments are
The basic legislated increased .from 75 to 85
percent of the establish-program changes are:
*The target price has ed yeild times the acres
been lowered from $4-4.1 diverted.
*State ASC committo $4.38 per bushel.
tees may authorize hay*Although the reduced ing and grazing on
acreage requirement acreage conservation
remains at a Minimum reserve devoted to
of 30 percent, 20 percent wheat prior to January
of the requirement must 12, 1984. If authorized,
be under an acreage the same Mies will appreduction program and ly for the 1984 wheat
the remaining 10 per- haying and grazing procent will be paid land gram as were in effect
diversion with a paid for the 1983 wheat hay-

ing and grazing acreage
reports, even poration by May 8. The take advantage of the
program.
tough, techniCally, they revised report must opportunity to revise his
The signup will not be -are liable
for the designaW acreage to be acreage report. FCIC
reopened for the 1984 premium
on all acreage destroyed in order to will not give consent for
feed grain program. already
reported.
comply with_ the new insured acreage to be
The revised 1984 wheat
To be eligible for the program. The producer destroyed and the proprogram signup will be increa
During the earlier
sed yield must give FCIC a notice ducer must care for the
signup period, January
conducted at the ASCS guarante
es and reduced of intention to destroy acreage until harvest to
Office.
16 through ,March 16,
premium liability, a such acreage and must receive an indemnity. over 50 percent of the
Winter wheat pro- producer must
file a have received written
The Calloway County
total U.S. wheat base
ducers who are covered revised acreage
report consent from that ASCS Office will be-closby federal crop in- with USDA's
acreage signed up.
Federal agency.
ed Monday afid Tuessurance will not have to Crop Insuranc
Farmers who
e Corif a prOdircer /alb co--day. April 16 and 17.
.
pay premiums on
previously signed up for
diverted acreage and
the 1984 program need
may benenfit from
take no action unless
higher
yield guarantees.
they wish to change
FCIC will accept revistheir level of participaed acreage reports from
tion in the revised prothose winter wheat
gram. Producers Who
farmers who have.
earlier signed up may
already filed their
WASHINGTON (AP) latest information, reflect reality
because
- The Agriculture which is based on cen- they do
not show parDeprwrinPnt_which is - sus and other surveys, ticipation
among 'comable to milk just aboutkas -of Jan. 1 there were mercial producer
s. any other kind of more than 300,000 farm
The sigqup. results
statistic from its corn- "operations with milk were announce
d on Feb.
puters, has trouble cows" in the United 6, showing
that 37,530
grocery prices increas- price for each item was results
according to juice concentrate, cof- determining how many States. That includes dairy producers signed
ed an average of 2.1 per- checked at one super- populatio
n density or in fee, paper towels, but- commercial dairy farms with one cow or contracts to reduce milk
cent, primarily because market in each of 13 terms
of what percent of ter, Grade-A medium farms there are on a more. Current output during the
of bad weather. Since cities on March 1, 1973 a family'
es4.1mates put "commer- • 15-month period -which
s actual white eggs, creamy" state-by-state basis.
January 1, prices have and _Ws been reche_cked__ _grocery
c_lifford M. Carman. a Mal dairy operations at • began on Jan.
outlay each peanut butter, laundry
1, 1984.
climbed nearly 3.2 per- on or about the start of item
dairy specialist in fewer than 200,000.
Those represented
represents.
detergent, fab,
ric
cent, primarily because each succeeding Month.
One ,recent analysis slightly more than 12
The AP didlibriff-to softener, tomato sauce, USDA 's E conomic
of last summer-is
Research Service, says shows that herds having percent of the 303.580
The day of the week compare actual prices milk; frankfurt
ersand
drought and frigid on which the -check was from city
to city - to granulated sugar. One the agency does not 1 to 4 cows accounted for "operationg with milk
winter weather which made varied depending say, for
keep track of state 1.9 percent of the,333,485 cows"
that were
example, that item, chocolate chip__
figures on commercial dairy operatións eligible.
cut -dairy production, Orrilteliitintth. Standard eggs cost
more in one cookies, was dropped
hurt crops in the South brand and sizes were area than
dairy farms, those-that repOTTed-lh
19-78, or -Fla- some ciiirri feel
another. The because the manufacand interrupted used when available. If only comparis
regularly produce milk about 636 farms. Other that the participa
tion
ons were turer discontinued the
marketing.
for sale..A farm family breakdowns included: 5 rate is actually
the requested size and made in terms of package size
much
used
in
the
A look at the overall brand was not percentages
with one or twcr cows to 'to 19 cows,5.2 percent of higher around,25
of increase survey.
pernumber qf items in the available, a comparable or decrease
produce milk for their the total herds; 20 to "49 cent - if only co
- saying a
mmerThee cities checked
AP survey showed more substitute was selected. particular
cows, 31.9 percent; 50 to cia.1 operations are
item went up were: Albuquerque, own consumptii3n,
decreases during March- Items temporarily out 10
percent inone_ city N.M., Atlanta, Boston, example, would not 1,e-a 99 cows, 34Y2 Percent; considered.
commercial enterprise-. -100 to 199 epws, 14.9 perthan-during February.
of stock on one of the and 6 perct in qhickgo,
Under the program,
en—
- _
"The only aerie& (of cent: 2011 fa 499 cows. 9 tfroduce/ a -can
The Associated Press survey dates-being com- another-.
collect
Detroit,
Los
Angeles,
survey is based on a pared were not included
The items on the AP Miami, New York, statistics) that we have percent; 500 cows and government payments
random list of 14 com- in the over-all total.
qf $10 pet 100 pounds of
checklist were: chopped Philaderphia, Pro- with state numbers is over, 6.9 percent.
monly purchased food
operations with milk
No attempt was made chuck, center_ „cot pork_ vvidence
SqmQ_ dairy_ people _mllk.that they cut-*ales
-R-1Salt
Lake
--Cf:ms, so that is the have complained that from a base level.
and non-food Items. The to weight the AP surrey---cliOps, fraien
The
orange City and Seattle.
series we had to use," USDA's figures regar- cutbacks can range
up
Carman told a reporter ding the recent signup in to 30 percent and
be as'
recently.
the 15-month dairy small as 5 percent over
According to USDA's diversion program do no the 15-month period.
•
blueprint for rural already have and
work- the 5.6 million farm Farmers Home
Addevelopment.
ing together more effec- families and their 54 ministrat
ion loans to
But he added that _no tivelv --and - more
non-fai•rn st_A baize -and improve
w exteral spending successfully "
neighbors,". Block .said.._
_
-program is in the works • The policy was outlin- -Today. t/te
average - -Farm polices of
to help bail out rural ed in a report to Con- farm fa m ily
receives
A m e-eica -Kxisting pro,-- gress- as-required -each -two-tntrds- oritw 4thitiar _LSDA be -decided after
grams will be used.
year by the Rural earnings from off-the consideration of their effect on the nonfarm
,"It's necessary to be Development Act of farm sources_ *
ec'onomy.
up front about it. we're 1980. Block disclosed the
Among its proposals,
not talking about a lot of report at a meeting of the report urged:
- -Other federal
new money." Block the Newspaper Farm
-Developments of -depart ments consider
said. "We're only talk- Editors of America.
farm -related and other the rural impact of all'
ing about doing a better
"We must strengthen rural enterprises.
their spending and projob and using what we the partnership between
--- Be t t er use of gram decisions.

Department has trouble
determining dairy farms

Grocery prices are down slightly
Grocery prices dipped
slightly in March, one
Month after registering
their biggest jump in
more than three years,
according to an
Associated Press
marketbasket survey.
-The latest survey indicates that the marketbasket billVeht dAWn at
the checklist store in
eight cities, declining an
average of 2.4 percent.
The bill went up in five
cities, increasing an
average of 3.5 percent.
Overall, there was a
drop of one-tenth of 1
--- percent 'in the marketbasket bills at checklist
"stores-during March.
It was in sharp contrast to _February,when,

Reagan says need for 'partnerships' there
WASHINGTON r AP i
- The Reagan administration says there
*it/ad bi7:Pardn,e.r,
_ - ship for -progiviis'! -between agriculture and
small _towns - the basic
fabric of rural America.
Asa move toward that
goal. Agriculture
Secretary John R. Block
announced Monday
specific steps to be
taken as part of the ad- ministration's 1984

-*AM ***eV#*4 P ,Tift,

BUCHANAN FEED & SEED
See us for all your
feed, bulk garden
seeds, fertilizer and
pet care needs.

Australia is back in world grain market
WASHINGTON t All world trade.
- Australia: with _ a
Last season, drought
record wheat harvest severely reduced the
under its belt, is jump- Australian grain crop,
ing back into the world allowing the United
grain market in a big States and other exporway, offering tough ting countries to sell
competition-to 'U.S. pro- more wheat on the inter:
ducer s, says an national market.
Agriculture 'DepartMary Ponomarenko
ment analyst.
of USDA's Foreign
Further, because Agricultural Service
_ r at!. _W
Australian wheat crop is output in 1983-84 was
of lower quality, that 21.4 million metric tons
grain will also compete - about 785 million
with U.S feed grains in bushels That is almost

double the poor 1982-83
wheat harvest and was
about 3 million tons bigger than the previous
record harvest in 1978.
The report, included
.Thursday in a monthly
F-oreign Agriculture
magazine, said the big
harvest will mean
"greatly intensified
competition" in world
eat ninrleptc,

ed additional details
about a recall of ham
and pork products in
Delaware. Penn-sylvania, Virginia and
Maryland.
Officials said Thursday- the recall, which
was first announced by
USDA on April 18. was,
made voluntarily by the
proc.essor. filings Meats
141e, ----Wyoming-. Del..
— — —
'because the products
WASHINGTON 4AP ) may -contain excessive
The Agriculture amounts of the preserDepartment has releas- vative. sodium nitrite. -

Farmers Have
Enough Problems.

The products can be
identified by .the brand
name "
, Klings Meat"
and the. establishment
identification number
7983 printed on the
package.
I)onald L. Houston,
administrator of the
department's Food
Safety and Inspection.
Service, said_ the prodc.e. ts subject IT malt
and the stores where
they- ivere sold include:
-Big G, Dover_ Del.;
sinoked bone-in ham.

"SERVING
THE ENTIRE
PURCHASE
AREA"

As a farmer, you have enough problems without having to worry about
insurance
Tel us-help:Give us a call. We'll sit down with you and work out a
sound insurance program that is designed specifically for your insurance
needs.

Purdom, Thurman
and McNutt
407 Maple

753-4451
South We - Court Sq.

HEY, HORSE LOVERS!!
Southern States now carries
English and Western tack, grooming equipment
and other equine supplies.

See Southern States
for its full line of
—treitsc itreiis at&
health products
Industrial Road

-

-
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Murray
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Want cutworm
protection for
our tobacco?
Stop in.
You're going to want some LORSBAN* 15G
Insecticide. You can prevent cutworms from
damaging yOur tobacco with LORSBAN 15G
Its easy to apply. And LORSBAN 15G stays in
the soil to keep protecting your tobacco crop
against cutworms, rain or shine See us for
complete details

hIPIiIMiIIIIilk, 4

1&„

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT
SOYBEANS

Hutson's AG
Service
Murray, Ky.
Phone: 753-1933
•

Grain Merchandising

granular insecticide
.

753:3404 753-1423

753-5378

Read the complete label before using and follow all precautions
and directions Approved for Special Local Need use in Kentucky
Missouri Ohio Tennessee Pennsylvania and South Carolina

kth'

Southern States

Industrial Road

RAILROAD ATL MURRAY, KT.

•

•

•

'Trademark of The Dove Chemical Company
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DEAR ABBY: I am the .president Of the South Phila.

delphia High School Alumni Association, and I have a

By Abigail Van Buren
-

Sometimes Teachers Need
Thanks for Not Giving Up

—

"Dear Ula: Thank you for inspiring the following:
Readers: Did you have a teacher who made a difference in
your life? A teacher who encouraged you,to stay in school
when you wanted to quit? A teacher who believed in you

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
•••■•••••••••••••••*,•-•••—•--- -

_

ACROSS
1 Spreads tor
drying •
5 Stride
9 Hit lightly
12 keave out
13 Aroma
14 Bother
15 Tricks
tl-Hereingers
19 Ached
-2/ Rest/
22 Moody
24 Owner s risk
abbr
25 Belonging to
him
26 /Summated
27 Cooked
slowly
-29-FdrinsTande
-It employ
32 Hebrew letter
33 Teutonic
deity -23.4 Place 35 Latin
confunction 36 Toddle
38 Consumed
39 Household
pet
40 Spanish
article'
- 4/ Tiny- particle
42 Halt
44 Declare
46 Having ability
48 Food
Progratm
_
51 Imitate
52 PI-Addles
54 Region
55 Legal
matters
.56 Sting..
57 weak
suddenty
DOWN
1 Rocky nisi

2 Large bird
3 Argument
0 VapOr
5 River in itaiv
6 Stick
7 Female
student
d Transgress
9 Stories
10 Egyptian
lizard
/1 Station
16 Spanish tor
yes
18 Among
20 Famed
22 Adhesive
substance
23 Roster
25 Al this place
27 aiiirret "
28 Sources 01
water
29 Vehicle
colloq
30 Stalk
34 Model

Answer to Pre%101,18 Puzzle
P4
cc

CLICICIU MUM
0 000010 0015 I.
ME 000MM U0
SI000 MUM
0
OM= MOM=
0000 01=10
000011115 UMOU
0 0012110 00M
OM 120000 UM
ucci 00200 ii
00MOU 00000
A MO
M0000
36 Parent
colloq
37 Sandy
waste
39 Contends
with
41 Solos
42 Cicatrix
43 Strip ot cloth

44 Turkish
regiment
45.Revaec1„.. _
abbr
47 Cu!short
49 Beverage
50 Weaken
53 CompniS
point

Huth elected president of MArs Student
ernment Association; pulls 614 votes

confession to make.
We .saw this- item in your column in the Philadelphia
Daily News, and we liked it so much we used it in our
newsletter:
"Dear Abby: What a thrill I just had! A former student
many years just telephoned from across the country to
R•obert Huth, a junior
tell me that I had made a difference in his life. He wanted
political science major
ti) thank me for not giving up on him.
Ile_ began his conversation by..gglagg..LYAIL.T1Whiv ,:from Mt. Clemens,
STMICAlirIretWeletTM
won't even remember me ...'llOw wrong he was. Not only
did I remember what he looked like, I even remembered
presthent Of the Student
his small, neat handwriting.
Government - Associa.
"Abby i- if any of your readers had a schoolteacher'who
has made a difference in their lives, please urge them to flan .t SG Ailly students
_at Murra-5, Slate
take a few minutes to let that teacher know.
University.
"One'call from. a former _student has inspired me to
'hang in there with students I now have and will have in
Huth. who Te-d—fliet.tke 41.4re,-1-Vlii-1endelten.Los Angeles
- eleution with* 614. Votes,-

and your ability to.succeed when you had no confidence io
yourself? A teacher who stayed late to give you the extra
help you needed? If so, please phone or write that teacher
and say thank you. It will make that teacher's day."
Abby, - because of that write-up, a lot of former South
Philadelphia students contacted their former teachers, and
if really made their day. Keep up the good work. I hope
you don't mind.
BILL ESHER, HADDONFIELD, N.J.

was followed by Terry
Cleaver, Benton, with
576 Votes'and John Litchfield. Kuttawa, with
445 votes.
The. president of the
Student _ Goi,•ernment
.Association also normalls' serves as stuffenr
representative to the

board of regents. Huth
i.-11-011- _eligilirETro-r—the

DEAR BILL: It's a great idea that deserves. to be
regent- seat: however,
repeated, and I'm delighted you found 'if useful.
However, copyrighted material_(and mine is) _because he- does notshould never be reproduced without the permission
ha--ve Kentucky residenof the author.
cy status..according the
DEAR ABBY: It's class reunion time again, and I have
Willis . Davis, student
a gripe to air. I've attended five reunions of my high
chairman of the SGA
school class (mid-'50s), and at each one prizes were givep
election ways and
to the "longest married," "member with the oldest child'
means committee.
"ineMber with the most children," "member with the oldest
Davis _ said a .special
grandchild," "person with the most grandchildren," and
"person who-has traveled the farthest distance to attend."
-- Yeee-after -year,- the-winnervf-the ftest.frve-entegorieir
has been the same lady! As a girl she created the scandal
of the town when she eloped in the 10th grade and carried
a baby during her junior year. Now she is being "honored"'
lot-her "reproduction" record.(Tacky, tacky!)
We have alumni who have distinguished themselves.
One was recently elected to a state office, another has
published a book, another was just honored for outstanding
volunteer service to his community, and we have a nurse
who started a special program for disabled people in the
hospital- where ohe-voerks These-people-sit-quietly-and - are- _
not even acknowledged at our reunions.
----Another thing: The -planners always schedule a costly

election to elect a Stu-

Etei.n
tentatively

scheduled
from &:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.
onThursday,--May 3, in
the Cqrris Center and
that candidates must
1
2 3 4
5 6 78
9
10 11 '
meet the Kentucky
. 12
13
14
residency requirements
:15
1
17
1
-.
ziet.h.x,state,law and -the
A constitution
26
DiiVis added that ap24
dinner dance. Most of the kids I knew were poor then, and
plications will be
are poor now! Why can't they schedule a bring-your-own
available in the SGA ofpicnic somewhere in a park? I don't travel 500 miles to see
11
31
19 '— 32
11'
33
2.
fice in the Curris Center
everyone's new clothes and jewelry. I want to see old
35
36 .
- ----_frien.a= _.. ..
w4b --ttirried
Sign me "Miss Virginia" or I won't be able to go to any
043
by Friday, April 27,át 4
more reunions.
p.m. He added that can•
MISS VIRGINIA
didates- must be full46
4
1101
II
I
I
I
time. upperclassmen
DEAR ABBY: This is for the woman who asked what to
51
152
54
with-at least a 2.0 grade.
'say when friends ask,"How are you?":
55
56
57
point average. _
Don't tell your friends about your indigestion -4_
• "How are you?" is a greeting, not a question.
Rick Kupchella,- Mur..
IDAHO READER
ray • was elected vice
.
• -

.I

-HAVE YOU EVER.
THOUG-IT SY GETTING
QNTACT LENSES MARCIE?

I M0U6I-I1 THEY'D
MAKE ME LOOK TALLER,
BUT Ti4EY PIPN'T

nresjitient

with

1.039

votes: The other candidate.. Beth §c_tuTrenhiffg-71c
Nr6::
hall 544"V.Citei.`" —
For secretary,- Jim
HënoIMñãy
had
562
Jackie Taylor.
Metropolis. tn., 534; and
Chris Hill, Brentwood,

THEY' GIVE IT TO A
DIFFERENT KID
EVERY MONTH

499531,
F

i311

2

Nottce

Read
the
Classified
Section For
Bargains
Everyday
WE BUY
USED CARS
See
Max Morris
at

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
U.S. 641 S. 753-2617

Jim Sinter froc
Ja .
Henry mate inr
showrojim
6:30-B:00 Mon.,
Tues4 Thurs., Fri..
'PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pont.-Cad.-Buick
OLIDDEN Spread Wall

4074, 23

I HAVEN'T SEEN A STEWARDESS
IN HOURS, GARFIELD

FM GOING TO FIND OUT WHAT'S
GOING ON AROUND HERE

EXCi./5E.ME,51R. HOW'S 1HE
SERVICE ON THIS AIRLINE?

Cr

4,

BEETLE BAILE

BEETLE WILL. WORK
LIKE A 00&-TO

WHAT HAG

NE PUT

A\/OI2 A..u7:111.E..._ __TOGE.T.HER

WORK

paint. $6.99 per gallon
-for white and - stock
colors. Over 1.000 colors
available. • Colqr extra.
-111-arks - 11,e -c-or-at ing
Center. 701
4th St. •
_

L,kti
Cocktail
Lounge,formerly
Green Apple II,
now has a DriveIn Window. Open
at 11 a.m., Close
12 p.m. Cheap
Beverages.
tiWy. 641;
Purye'ar, Te .

ft.

Frank

Wilford,

Humaa_peuelopment

The six

Senators

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

ft

WHERE DO ISIGN UP??

and

Creative Expression.
Terry Ellegood. Arlington, and Barb Meyer,
Versailles:

and Learning, Lori
Treasurer, Brad Hill,
elected at large were:
Long.
Benton.
and
JenMarion, Ill., 653; Danny
Steve Adlich, Benton;
Whittaker, Kuttawa. nifer Midkiff, Lynda Byrd. Fulton:
Whitesville
534; _and Dana_ Williams,
Tammy Hollander,
Benton, 369.
Business and Public Evansville. Ind.., Rob
'. The newly elected Affairs. Gayie Moodie. . Parrott, Cairo. •
senators from the Grand Rivers. and
Michael.P-..rea I a*,university's colleges are Robert Jackson. - Pad t- ic-aft: and - D-ru
initaws.
ThornaS. Nfayfind:

E1P

THE WINNER GETS 10
HAVE FREE ICE CREAM
IN THE TEPCI-IERE
LOUNGE.' •

Lisa Russell. Mtirray.

Tern

DO you know 1890s
Icecream Parlor honors
compe-titors cdupot1s.
Dixieland Shopping
Center. 753-3604
1984

Industry and
Ed
Envv
dy iitier o
rital
Science. Mark Hughes. Technology. Mike
Frankfort, and_ Laura _
Kuykendall, - VC Irei -Mitch -Warren,
non. Ind.
-Paducah.

A RIDING
FLOOR MOP

2

NotIce

2

Mother's Day
Specials
Treasure House
Of Gifts
Southside Manor
Greeting Cards
Locally
Made
Pottery
Special: 20% Off
Pictures and Lamps

N

t

BARGAIN BATTERIES
$15 W Exchange
Call 753 3711

MORE US for white
oak logs and headikg
bolts. Haul to Independeant Stave
..Compa.ny. Wingo.. .Kentucks'. 502.328-5584
6. Help Wanted

ASSISTANT Administrator, Health
Care experience required. Call Fern
Terrace Lodge. 753-7109
to arrange interview.
CHILD ARE in our
- home. Daily-5 - days a
week. Beginning - June
PLASTERCRAFTS and.
1st. MuSt have own
wicktrr has moved to
transportation and. re•
Uncle Jeff's. Natural'
ferences. Call 753-3493
Easter Baskets from 50
after 6p.m. .
cents.. 10 story .bird
GOVERNMENT JOBS.
cages. ,
Thousands of vacancies
PURCHASE Video
must - be filled imProduction Call for
mediately. • $17,634 to
fresi----brochuee
$
1 2840
716-842-6000, including.
Sunday. Ext 32711
GOVeRNMENT JOBS Thousands of vacancies
CATFISH
*rn d st
FINGERLINGS
. *17.634 to _
$ 50 .112
Call
3-5 Inches
716-842-6000. including
Top quality
Sunday. F:xt 32711
LADY to live in with
for stock ponds.
• invalid lady. Room.,
16 each
board and salary. 7591661.
Pick up at
L_R_ERY Worker.ior.
Murray
-.church nttrs.e.ry... for
more -information, call
7534945. ---- •
SUNNY Acres Nursery
now has tomatoes.
peppers and bedding
pl•ants. Open 9-5,
Mon.-Sat. 753-3619. .901
n .n. y
_Robertson Rd.
-

Bait
Company

753-5693
GLAss b%ork All Kinds
61 glass and glass
replacement _work_
store fronts, auto glass.
storm windows and
doors repaired. patio
door, glass mirrors and
plate and window glass.
M and G Glass. Building
16. Dixieland 'Center.
753-0180.
WELCOME to Me ser__vices_ of the - LAK
-LAND APOSTOLIC
CHURCH Sundays at,
10:06AM and .6:00PM at
Sycamore and South
15th Street. Also Search
The Scriptures broadcast on WSJP radio
9:_30AM. For information call 759-1602

STEP FOUR /

LLJ

—J
03

---Apptrcations bring at.- •
cepted at Fern Terrace
Lodge.
PROCESS MAIL' $75
per hundred' No experience. Part or full
time. Start-- immediately. Details send
self-addressed stamped
•• • envelope to CR1•N41.
B0x-90't4, Stuart. FL.
33495.
SALES PRO Prestige
m-anufacturer seeks 4
sales representatives.
----We offer challenge • independence high earning potential, incentive
and benents. Management opportunity.
Flexible 'hours. Call
between 8a.m.-10a.m.
443-6460 for interview
E.O.E.
TRY_ the N
- AVON
earning opportunity and
earn $250 t
500
weekly. 7 5 3 - 0 2 3 2
anytime_
-

*REPLICA
WATCHES*
All Swiss- Perfect
Color Toll Free
1-800-654-9850

_•--

-9., Situation

Wanted

CHI Lit
. Care. Certified
teacher. $25 a-week. Call
753.:t723

• PUBLIC AUCTION

..../11,•••••

The City of Murray will offer for sale at Public Auction 8.928 acres of City owned property located on 641
North; on April 26, 1984, at 2:00
Dan Miller, Auctioneer; Shroat-Waldrop Realtor; Pete., WaldropBrtsker. A map designating right-of-ways and utility
easements is on file in the City Planner's Office, City
Hall Building, and may be inspected prior.to sale. Successful bidder shall be, required to make a downpayment-of HY; of total sale price at the time of sale,
with balance due on delivery of deed in 30 days. The
City -01,4;LLIFfiky -rimiefves4helright.4.6 z-j-cefeay- czVTd eatbids. Announcements made on the date of the sale shall
'take precedence over matter Contained in this
advertisement.
Holmes Ellis,'Mayor

ern.

offtWO57;
IRE,PRINCE
WootiAtO
GAVE U9 THE
fsn,
NECKL!4CE!,t.

4
dassesewasausepolef 4tt '1'7:

_

_

191
na
en
ste

NURSES _ Aid.
Medica.
_
_
_
" Hon training required

NOTICE
DON'T FORGET
1984-1985
City Stickers
Business License
Motorcycle Stickers
Dog Tags
On Sale, City Clerk's
Office, City Hall Building.
Office Hours 8:00-5:00
Monday-Friday
Jo Crass
City Clerk

NOW?.

19

•• •

II

•
--reallestarawsa
a

_

-1
.1
1, •

-saw Ye+.

ene.••••••••-••-•••••-•-1.
•
-

•

...operaeavelarre•reev-rey-ger.r..,

,

-
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A _TIMES
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P alit': 15 7

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
9. Situation

Wanted
19 Farm Equipment
24. Miscellaneous
46 Homes for Sale
34 Houses for Rent
49. Used Cars
53 Services Offered
53 Services Offered
.
._
5 __Satince.&__.04face4
WANT job caring for'blades, p o w FOR Sale. Seaga _Riding 2 BR brick. . kitchen. .3 Has, house and • •
14.80
HICGAL
lot
lamited
2
TING. remodel anyone hospitalized or points, chisel points, Mower. 2.6" cut, ill h.p., appliances ru-rnished. 8 Hwy zes 12 mile horeessat
. silver. 56 s000_a construction.
homebound. Hait_e_ cuitivator shovels, 3 pt.-. electric _start. good ma les
oiTitheast of o f ai r e se y
4
7
14
3
1-r
.
.351
.
*
.n-7-5ixit
Call
3
day._
1
-1P.6-1
.
_ fertilizer saisaiditiOn, Call 7531108 M ts r r
ks. roofing and
tranapOrtations.and reMarried 44A9-&,3a3
- patios- -bunt- -Cala night*.
couple only Referencea- 'fay owner,
ferenres 3 -- years ex. spreaders. -A-II a 1 - after 5p.m. -Ilia
INTERIOR
2.-F On() E X P . 4
75a.afires
periance. Willing to bargain prices. - VInsdn
492--Wi bath. 1.800
Mower battery. and -d-e-po
speed,
sq ft., den_
air, cruise. p s
EXTERIOR
--EWING Machine _Re- .
-work 7a.m. .to 4p.m. Tractor Co., 753-4892.
_12 vein. 324.98 exchange. after 6p.m.centra
a.4tite
ood_
b 7.62,
i•itterr
S 5;45340;
pair - All makes and
Monday through Fri- EARTHWAY Precision Waltin Hardware, tv AN T to buy_
PAINTING
ITUP.OESS Wafer Willtter Can 753.7129 after------G-arded-aeeder, - Piantaa__Parla.-Industrial, • .
• nouse -111 or alose to fenced. backyard_ R-39 F'011 SZe 11963
some and commercial •
Thuna _ -Well Drilling
28 different. vegetable MARINE Battery.
Horn.faana
- 2f Murray Send response insulation. quiet derbtrd. I al car. one
WALLPAPERING
seeds. $36.99. Wallin series
Farm.
Irrigatio
•
yrs
n Punii
experience All
105 amp. $4999 to P 0 Box 1040H. neighborhood.- For ap- owner. 1,350
Would, asale-a- and servic.Hardware. Paris. 7'n.
15. Articles for Sale
guaranteed Kenexchange. Wallin Murray
JIM
DAY
pointnien
t
call
759.1938
consider
trade
for
boat
Irrigati
on
equipmers
Barnhill 753-2671
ONE small house Liv- after 5p.m.
BEAUTIFUL Nadine JI ST received Hardware. Paris.
733-3704.
Frei- estimal-t•
Es'
Painting
Prom Dress, worn once, truckload of truck tool NEW and used Air ing room, kitchen, bed- rOla Tull Time
RED.
217-665s
Real
1977
Trans
Am.
'
rRLE. Work complete
bought at Showcase. boxes., 7 kinds. All at Compressors. Dill - room and bath. Call Estate Service, Contact For
informat
ion.
call CALI. Keith The Vana
bargain
753-3716
ices. Vinson Electric. Call 753-9104
emos al topping or
502-885-7436.
Call 7534371.
KOPPERI'D REAI.TY. 492-8272.
Man. 759-979e for your
Tractor Co_ 7514892.
t ri
eaperienr ed
*FREE ESTIMATES*
Ptillr:07-1517,77r
:
-YST
A T-1:
Elis
t;
•.
c77
"1
733:1222- Wraseurratilia
reasonable rates 7:
lawn cutting neeris.
37 Livestock'Supplies
seat, stroller: ,Call 763- .NEW tires and used
-havr-ovee_00-pr5,ptitit..,
ta.cX#
r
A
tires. Field tractor tire Fibergla
STRPEN-T
EP:-.
- 'years
8201.
ss KLM5 Re- FOR Sale Register
t,
( A R P F. T \\ ET BASF.\TENT." Vie
1966 FORD Truck experience
ed for sale.
servjee. :Vinson _Tractor ceivers. 11,550 installed
Additions
PINBALL • machine,
. • Polled- Hereford - bulls, Ce0f)D-1 xrcatton'in tota-11. Tireiri96 I- Wheel
CLEANING,- Murray's - maIrr
repair's.
Co.. 753-4892. •
Drive.
a.carport
Wm-en t s
s.
436-21435.
$200. 30 gal aquarium
',illy professional Car- div
13 to 16 months old. Rex Reduced -price. Possible Thousand Warren modeling. interior
1,1 ork conipletely
and
with filter, hood, ect.. It 'AR Tine Tillers. tRI•STATE Satellite Robinson. Puryear. owner financing. 753- Winch, good
pet
Cleaning
Company. guaranteed C'all • or
tires. 57.000 exterior Call W A for
Briggs Statton engine. '3 Sales_
350. 753f4981.
At_ _system _..Tenn._901.2.47-5047 '
7534:41130.
actual mile.: 753-81/45,or- 4-slime-tea Fanning-fon. with_ •osSera.12... years. si rii"n" '
/141-iirgan Cao n
Forward -sped s and complet
ely installed. . RIDGEWOOD Stables
QUASAR Video Re- reverse.
continuo
us Weal service struction Co /It 2. Bo
753-7723.
345-2024
5 h.p. *529.99. 8 31.785. We service what
corder with remote
using
the most powerful 4419.5
Horses boarded. Stalls
1971 -FORD Pickup. CONC R.ETE.
l'aill1( ah
h.p. $629.99. Front Tine we sell. 901-642-0
KN
ork . cleaning
295. 315 or pasture space
control. $8/week.
ssatern made
4211o1 or all 1-442 70a11
Tiller. 5 h.p. chain Tyson Ave..
Complete jobs and free
Near Murray, 2 good.condition. 437-4463.
Paris, available $20 per
Rudolph Goodyear, 753Hundred
u
s' of satisfied
1972 FORD truck with estimates Call Joe
ILI, 1,ri•aii and disk
drive, $279.99. Wallin Tenn,.
BR modern .year
°595_
re pea
4'41.'14,TYle'r
month. 753-3010- after
camper. Call- 75:4176.1-5- -rharnba'ra- 344•273w.
Hardware.Tarts. Tn.
tr.irricn,
or
TRUCK
Licensed and Instired
topper for long tip.m
SEARS Upright frFezer,
around home on
75lito 41 .
after 4p m.
Ft \(
sale- sat Sears _ bed pielliap. - -Call- 775T7
mare -the-- tarmaireorange velour chair.
approximately 11
1974 DODGE Mini Bus. flint. Call- SV:41%,
WILL haul a hilt-rock
. 753-2310 - tree •Eree estimates..
/
2
WE have hydraulic Od 0487 after 5p.m.
753.1537.
24 -arid
38.Pets-Supplies
Irma rip rap and
and "filters that meets TRUCK topper for
acres at Ky. Lake, 15 passenger, * cylin- tor free estimate for hour SI'r•VII r• 75:i•70.27
WHITE baby bed.. $3.5.
MB
der automatic trans- Y"ilis nssds
rnasonary sand. • coal
yOur traator Pickup. 36- high,
LICENSF,I. Elei-triciar
125 ft. long boat
Table and chairs, chest
$250
mission, new tires. ex- O E N E R A I- HOME
ca.; larger- Hudson. Black Mollies
specifications -Vinson calf ee34400
tor residential and
trunk, gold drapes. 2
dock, much, much
=stars or....73-e7eli
cellent mechanical REPAIR- *15 years ex
Scissortails
,
me
orn
al.
ts
Hvatit::
l
pair. $800. French Tractor Co., 753 4892.
condition .33(100 or best pe ri-ence Ca rpe r.t ra• .
more. $29,500
and air (audit i. /r1 ,14,1 69` Each
Poodle. Rocking hoar, ail <passe gspapaause
a_flis,_A410 Al:Las __I4- _
-.---,.....11.....,
t.• . -*phiif elf Tit K •
2-6
TV-fte -d -10
Otter Good 4 181o4 25
Owner (Toby) will
mstanation arid r "-pas •
-C1-111M:5`292.
call 759-1965. 435-4493. roofing sliding
NI)
Itinne 753-72ici
S a a r. s
be on propertx
aa•
_35,
75PET
3
-1304
-If
JO
PEN
TO
SMALL
Free
Spring is near. For
16. Home Furnishings
mint condition, will
\I.\t.(INE a R e mods.
1979 FORD Ranger 4 asiLmaiss DaYs 7.5..;',
1 101 Story Ave
April 16th thru
SATELLITE TELEVISION
all your painting
mg fro m groan(' to rail
. 25'' QUASAR Color; consider trading- for 410
e973.
474-2276
Wheel
nights
Drivaa
Khort
759-1322
Installed, sales tax and
20th. 436-6548 or
top 'Phone 492 1s'
needs call Ralph
Console TV-.. 5 $8/week. P-urnp Shotgun in same
wheel base. p s.. P b . (al TTERINC, by Sears
labor included. 9 ft.
Evenings iliessins
219-99
2-3738
Rudolph Goodyear, 753- 753-2992.
.
Worley for early apa
i
r
Si.s
O0
Sears
1 i rm
uontintious gut la( Registered
spun dish $1549. 12 ft.
.0595
_
759:4663
pointments.
tens installed tor your NEED Horne. P.. ;
ISeeshon
All
22
Musical
puppies.
d
10
Mesh Star Dish $1995.
BRASS bed, king size.
specifoations Call Call Jim s Hasa. is.0
weeks -old. : Shote and
work guaranteed.
itc•pair
WOOD TV
FOR Sale New Alvarez
aer
V14
5
1
.
C.
47
am
p
e
complete with -Firm „
-,
s
Motorc
ycles
---Se
ars --73t-f-trtD Sr free
wormed. 527-8131.
Over 16 years ex]-474.asal
Futtort, Ky. 472-3704
orthopedic - mattress' "'ealir'ents' C
tilsat,
'
"
Ii-tar--4//3°
ALL -breed :grooming 1972 HONDA XL 256 it FT Coachman- cam- "
it\ ERCAaT a P..•
perience.
Sandsel." never used, still in Jute Box filled with 45's.
and boarding. Free On Off Road, excellent per for pickup truck. 757
rtgeration and'.
carton. Cost $800.. Must $100
blasting
also
-31114
cairilain
pickups and.__delaver y . condition.
ed.-extra
-or
ti-4if ton -747.--%r•
i•
25 -T-NCIT-Magnavoa
se
35-0 cash.
available.
nice Upright piano in
Reasonable rates. Sue 753-7723.
24 MiscellaneouS
Aluminu
(*leaned
m
'
and
Vinyl
and
console
-rep:area
color
T.V..
eaPaducah. 898-7513
'
Lovell, 459-2856.
1973 HONDA SL125 real good shape. 474Hwy 250 751-7275 ra
siding and Aluminum
759-1050
COLLECTIBLE Items. rn FTsspill bed for 1 ton - cellent condition. $240. PI RF: Bred
black MINT condition. Only 210.4
75a-4415:
Call.
753-5683
after
4p.m.
trim for all houses. It
Coffee table. 2 matching truck, twin ram hoist.
••11.•
abrador Retrievers 3.006 miles. Must .sell.
REPOSS
ESSF.D
rind takies_
52 Boats-Motors
a850. g36-2196_ .daya_
stops painting.
Re. pups-. • -AEC.: Register
ed:
782
,
24427'0r
-mote
ContrOl -T.V. 5-6
Germany, hand crafts. 236.3752 night.
Jack Glover
i9oc2 PROCRATT 017 1 2.
weeks- 'old. First Class Repair Service
Also Grandfather clock. A-.1 Firewood. $25'rick (layton'a.T.V. 753-7575.
'753-1292. after 6p.m. 1980 YAMAHA 650 long, fully equipped
753-1873
All in perfect condition.. delivered. Nights 436753-8973_
with 150 Mercury. Call
Maxiam.
Ilke
new
on Stereo's & T.V.'s
437-Call before 8p.m 753. 2778.
eiti-227s
REGISTERED Creat 4240.
3349
I.A.Tlf
IN
AI.I. Wood storage
Work Guaranteed
Dant.' Dog. 4-airis. Tn. 1983 900 ATC Honda SAILBOAT for sale, 17
Satellite Antenna
by Sea r•
T .\
{scalding 5x12 $795. axle
401-642-0576. "' •
3-Whaeler. 1981 - Y260 i't 0 Da.y Day Sailer, proved.
Wcr
Ud cof Sco to rs
Save on those
S995. 10x16 11.495. 12x16
$1449.00
CRYTS
Yamaha .- 1977 MR2gb- -excellent -condition high heatarg
and coolS1:495. --12x24 $1.995
222
St.
12th
753-5865
S.
Drake
Honda
1666
R•c•Iver
Ryan
Dirt
,
10'
-Bike. . Call - w trailer
USED OFFICE
ing bills -Call Sears
Free' delivery within 100
2 White Female
Heavy Duty Dish & Mount
Ave
753.9915-after 4p.m.
753.2310 for - free'
miles. We haia a large
FURNITURE
Soles & Service
1983 650 NIG THAWK. TR-OLLINGettl-Tbor. estimates
German
selection ao_ sta. - Acree
Wood or metal desks. E4CLAYTO
c441041--ketv4iT-i0ti- 'st a-rt TOL
N'S
TV
Sormoy
ecutive or Secretarial ' Portable Buillings.
Whin
Shepherd
753 0487after 5p.m
4963 after 3p.m.
753-7375
Chairs Tables, files.
ney Aaphance aervice
Mayfield, Ky. 247-7831.
1981
Y
AMAHA
Riva
Puppies.
'ill makes and - models.
storage
cabinets.
CAMPER - top for 1981
moped. Call 753-1442 53. Services Offered
bookcases, conference
Authorized Service on.
I sitsun long bed truck. 27 Mobile Homes for Sale
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
Registered. 3 after 6p m.
APPLI
ANCE
tables part cabinets and
repair Montgomery Ward Apslightly damaged. Baby ,..-.42x65 .1101411.
8., CUSTOM WOODWORKING
E.s_horrie
w
or
much more
k--a
II- brands - pltanres ra • Located - atShiba Tray-T3eif.---strolier.- pa rtls• furnishe
months old. Call
d, with
•
Speciali
ze- in Tappen
George Hodge and Son
excellent condition- carport
48. Auto Services
Used but nice!
and storage
435-4369 and
•
-- ---a-753-5341 or 3.54.6956.
:sed Furniture Store
Four wick -e r and building.
Located B-5 at
SOLID WOOD CABINETS /I •
1969 JEEP Commando Earl Lovett.
75:1-a5o5.
chrome chairs. Re- :Mobile
1016 'Jefferson St.
make offer!
RAISED PANEL DOORS
H.ome Village.
4x4, . V6 engine, $150. A_P_PJ___LA NCE SE P.
LAW N \tower-and- tiller
sterea antique barber 346(y). maim, :
Paducah, Ky,
ISIrch-•Oak • Walnut • Cherry •_
Both front and rear VICE_ Ken ta
repair
i'hair,
3
miles
OUNCASE
south
:on
Call
S
•
MANTLES
759-9757
• BOOKCASES •
.
502-442-4302
Public Sales
1975 3 HR.• 2 bath, all. 41
ends. $400. Top $75. 3 Westinghouse. 121 753-5086.
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
After 5p.m._753-1960.
electric trailer. 37.500.
speed transmission. $75. Whirlpool 21 years
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE-Ea-FURNITURE REFINISHING •
triok‘ ing and
('LEAVY Satellite 437.425;
COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop By & See Our Displey •
19 Farm Equipment
Seats, $40. 1968 FORD experience, Parts ana - marotenanae. We
S y at e rn . 1 0 f. I..
are 110
1980 12x60 2- BR. all
truck : new overhauled serViee • Bobby Heppe!.
TRACToP, Ister
tor
nea re • '1212 Main Murray. Ky.
lookall_K
1lheag Iass -31.330
753-3940 s
-3611--engine 3550
--- --ROW
e Se ta aidential. commercial •
national Moline, front stalled._ 14 11.• systems.. electric. Turritabed. Mai
iatatlecia -3-• speed' over-- V I ese 2412.S1 5th Si
e••
.---rareen...aize.--waterbad. in
••••
•
•
•
•li•••• ••10•
end- loader, p - e-r - S-1 711t1-1--in-at
excellent condition. Call
'drive transmission. $75. 7 5 3 4 a 7 2
7 5 3 A A-A
pnii)etuez,_Uii st ail the
806 Coldwater
sleeriag....back lute set 4-36-4
-4374370 before 3p m.
White spoke wheels. ihorneI.
prolessIonals Exi talent
alp 459-2775
y.-hat we sell
Road
S"I'S Radiator. - 333.-Rear 19144 -COI N TR Y - Manor.
Ru'i1dlñg - refa re nees ('.jintrvaidtEnd, $60. Fenders. S40 basements. garage
Mon. thru Fri.
11x64. 2 BR, furnished.
'\ir'-erv 753-31ss
each. Grill.- $.30,- Cheorrieexcellent cOndTtian.--Ca-n
'floors. • Mai .•
A
little
'
of
bumpers..S40 each. 1967 ways Also brick work.
.seen at C-4 Coach
everything from
('HE V I' truck
h:states or call after
corn- large or small jobs si
Aluminum Service Co.
plete body. S300. • Rear years' experience 77• •
Sp.m. 753.3557.
trash to treasures.
Aluminum and vinyl
e n d
4
0
$
.
1
9
7
2
use_
.kalF:RICAN Pride 14x65
Open 8 a.m.-5
CHEVELEE
siding. Custom trim work.
fenders. Brai, Dosing Back
mobile home, partly furp.m.
$35 each. doors. $35 Hole and
nished. has nice outside
References. Call Will Ed
septic tank
each. windshield. $35,
awning. Can be seen anyork 354-5161 attar
Bailey, 7530689.
Radiator. $35. 'Rear end. a p m or
time at A-14 F.0 x
-354-8138 or
-M. 4 SPEED Plymouth 4374533
Meadows.
43
Real Estate
transmission. $50. 1964
MOBILE Home-aRraeletReal. Service in CHEVY truck :4. 3500
Duke 1976 14x70. 3 Bli..2
baths. 6 acres. well. Real Estate, Contact 19117 INTERNATIONAL
90x20 shed, fine graden. KOPPERUD -- REALTY: ax4: front and • rear
fruil -trees.-- grapevines, 711_ Main. We Mirk _at: ends. 3400. 350 and 400
Specializes in General Cleaning
wood; 824.500 ,Will fin- your convenience. -T-U-ittStass transmissions
We PROFESSIONALLY
for.
tnost
GM
cars.
$175
Phone
753.1222.
ance 1 3 down or would
(andoconomically)
installed WANT to buy
lease for 3 years. Would
heavy duty winch AI-1.
dry clean carpets,
sell land separate. He.
STROUT
parts guaranteed Can
wren Puryear and
strip and re-finish floors,
REALTY
Install
all
parts
Phone
Paris. 901-642-2099.
wash windows, walls, etc.
753-6802. 9-9. Ask for
NICE well kept 12x60 2
WE CLEAN EVERYTHING WITH
Floyd- '
Emerson Electric Co., located in
Lou Ann Phipot753-14843
BR mobile home, aas.
1001D Reconditioned
Wayne Wilson 753-5085
TENDER, LOVING CARE
refrigerator and- stove
Western Tenn. near Ky. Lake, has
.Auto Batteriess.
Joe L. Kennon 436-5676
included. Also 2 pre-fab
/59-9754 or 759-1534
guaranteed! $15' ex
1912 Coldwater Road
immediate openings for production
concrete steps. $4,200.air
Free Pricing On Location
hange Call 753-3711
Murray. Kentucky 42071
best-r-e-asonain-e • offer
Wacy & Brooke Harrington
supervisors. Experienced in sheet
IMPORT Auto Salvage
15021 753-0186
Call 7594579.
New
Anytime
and
used
parts
and
metal & machining operation. Canserviee. At rea‘Onahlf
JOE L. KENNON
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
didates must be willing to work any
Broker
In
3 iT3013,00N1 trailer for
Licensed & Bonded
shift. This,is an excellent opportunirefit. Keniana, $150 a
49.Used Cars
month. Call 436-5364. -

-r-AwN-

-

-

•

PAINTING

Onuars

S.

GARAGE
SALE

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS

70%

OFF EVERYTHING

STARKS HARDWARE

roR

TLC

12th & Poplar

Old Ky. Pioneer
Inventory Sale

••

Open To Public
1-5 Mon.-Fri.
304 N. 12th St.
753-8146

Production Supervisors

a•

ty to join a growing company offering excellent fringe benqfits and
salary. Send confidential resume
and salary requirements to:
Employee Relations Supervisor
Emerson Electric Co.
P.O. Box 610
Paris, Tn. 38242
or telephone collect:
Tony Meyer
901-642-1120
Equal Opportunity Employer

Business

Rentals

CoMMERICAL build mg. 901 Coldwater
Road. Ideal location for
doctors office or other
type of business. For
more---i-nformation. call
502-236-215a nights
Days 502-236-3155
k.

Mini Warehouse
Storag• Space
For Rent
753-1492

r

Dial-A-Seretice

1975 FORD Maverick.
doors. gocid. condition
and.
New battery.

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Mandy Reference)

(.all 753-56(16
1976 DATSUN 13210
broan 2 door). 30
MPG. Book price $2,100:
Take .31.575 or best
offer Call 73-5292.
1976 DODGE Aspen. red.. good condition.
Just off -94 West on afet
South 31.000 or -best
offer
197 .FIREBIRD Formula. silver metallic.
good condition. 759-9574
or 492..42(14 after 5p.m
1979 BLACK . and silver
Trans Am., automatic'.
t top. AM-FM cassette.
cruise control: 46.xxx
actual miles 753-6244
after 5 .m.
1979 .2s 4 speed. all
options. $5.400 Das s
753-4320 After 5p
759 01121

Taxi Cab Service
911
TROUBLES
If it's with wel
pumps, plumbi
or electric, then
have the answer.
Call John Glover,
licensed with 26
years experience.
Answering service
provided.

lD PIONEER*

Conversions
I Will do full or paror

30

44. Lots. for Sale,
_Ac.E.Es_.
ff
•-Jennings Trail. TVA
frontage: Subdivision
potential. Only $24.900.
Call • Murray-Calloway
Co. Realty 753-8146 or
Ron Talent 75379894.
2 LOTS and 40 ft. trailer
at Pine bluff Shores.
Call 436-2673.
ONE of the last
lakefront parcels in
Calloway . County.- 35
acres with frontage on
main lake. Long black
top road, frontage iKsa
1918,. Near Hamlin
Ken- Shores Estates
753-7531

45. Farms for Sale
50 ,ACRES farm land. 4
32. Apts for Rent
• miles NW of Murray. 2
1 AND 2 BR apts. near BR dirplex. 3 .s:ears
old.
doW111-0-W11---Marta-y 753- extra nice. Call 753-39644
4 1 0 9 . 7 6 2 6 6 50 or -sifter 4p.m.
436-2544.
1 BR furnished apt. in
establis
quiet
hed. residential. neighborhood
No pets. $400 month
l'hone 753-1222. Bill
Kopperuct
SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
1 AR furnished apt. next
Dixiel
and Center Open Til 6
to Fairgrounds. N.,
pets. 753-3139. 1 BR lake front apt. in
Panorama Shores Appliance furnished
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Lease aeposit, and se
Gold ,
ferences required. 436
Silver
2484 after apati.
_Closed
.
Closed
FURNISHED or un
Yesterday 385.00
Yesterday
9.40
turniphed apts.- EfOpened
.Gpasaki
ficiency. one or two
1.Lqday
Weirrialiffr • 1"
al- a
- rooms. Up
Zimmerman
3.50
Up
.10
S 16th. 753-6409 .':
Compl.rnpots of

0ACH
ZY
tial van

TRAILER for rent.
Brandon Dill. Dill's
Trailer CI'

truck

conversions.

Call
411014P
Steve Moore
le*, 753-8107
12021 2 JohnsonBlvd.
Murray

14

Houses for

Rent

2 RR.. appliatices fur
nished. loss ((Ditties:
neat Downtowns 753286/4.
'
s

Police
911

6 a.m. - 10 p.m. 7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351/753-5352

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

7531131

Aluminum
Service
Co.

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

Aluminum and Vinyl
Siding, Custom trim
References.
work.

153-6952

Coll Will Ed Bailey,
75341689.

CAR STEREO

GOLD 8. SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS OLYMPIC PLAZA
I• buy GoIrt
lInurs

10 A

Chornney
1310111g Apr4

Chim Chim
753-3445
7 2-4792

5.

RANDY

THORNTON
HEATING AND AIR
CONDITIONING INC.

Carrier
The Oesterel amide sad carrier dueler ter solos sod service le Murray avid CeOlevrey
Osoirty I Cheeteet.

5,1:ur A D.0.n..uo•

r1c,i v ' 7 '

,
•

-Hy C Chimney
Covers Bee
Screens
105. Oncount
On An V

Send
your
packages the eas‘
way.
Use our cAlent
ce We accept
UPS. packages for
- ft _

COURT SQUARE
- ANTIQUES
Downtown
Court Squore
753-7409

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING

. Poison

Free Estimates

Vibra

Steam
Quick

or

'Dry
Upholstery Cleaning
753-5827

_Contcol

Ed •

753-7588

753-$181
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Highlights announced for WKMS;
assortment of music is scheduled
, April 23
of b.' 1Le
10 a.m. Masterworks Timers," although he
Showcase Mark Welch believe's a western
hosts a program of scientist is innocent of
-4ra444-lo-na1 classical e-spionage • charges,music.
•
British agent Maxon
4 pm. All Things Con- learns that he' is hiding
sidered. NPRs- daily in- information.
_
depth national and In8 p.m. St. Louis Symt e r nal tonal news phony Orchestra.
magazine.
Catherine Comet con6:30 p.m'. Bradbury ducts Berlioz's Overture
13. -There Was an Old
to Benvenuto Cellini,
Woman." even in her Prokofiev's Fifth Symadvanced years. Tildy phony_ and Tchaikovbelieved - death was sky's Violin ConCert011Iridiculous. Then the I) Major. •
--fur visitors-came.-:.the--10 p.m: -Easy. Street.
four visitors and their County Bassie, Benny
wicker basket.
Carter, Cal Tjader. Nat
10 p.m. .Easy Street. Addei•ley. Gene AmCal- Collins. -S-cott
mons
and Ella
Hamilton, Bill Evans, Fitzgerald.
• RE.COtir TITIO‘ .AW ARDS AT MI RR AY sTATE - Dr. Gilbert I,. Mathis (right) and Dr, John .A.
Freddie Hubbard, Son- - Wednesday. April 23
Thompson (center) hold plaques on w•hich their names will ht. inscribed as recipients of recognition
ny Stitt, and Peggy Lee.
9 a.m. Adventures in
awards for 1983 in the College of Business and Public Affairs at Murray State University. Shown with
12 Midnight. Jazz Good Music.-.''The Art of
them is.Dr. David Eldredge. dean of the college: Mathis professor of economics, was presented the
Horizons. A Kite-cap of COnducting,- a look at
Outstanding Paper iteetignit.Awx-ard, and Thompson, chairman of the Deparment of Accounting, was
contemporary jazz.
the evolution of conduc_presented the Outstanding Teacher Recognition Award. F:ach was gh en a $50( cash award.
Tuesday, April 24
tor's art during the last
---------6:30 p.m. The Prrtra.
o -hundred years.
_
_ •

630 p.m.-I-Lord- Peter
Wimsey;-Murder Must
Advertise:: two unsavory characters who
rraidt -a-London society
party, lead Lord Peter
closer to discovering the
murder,
s motive. 8 p.m-. Chicago Symphony. Claudio Abbado
is the guest conductor
for a program including
Pergolesi's Stabat
Mater, VVeber's Variations for Orchestra and
13eellunen's
4 in B-flat.Symphon.
10 p.m. Easy Street.
Herb Ellis, Zoot Sims.
Marian McPartland.
Kai Winding, Phil
Woods and -Four
Freshman.
Thursday( April 26 - -6:30 p.m. The Bob and.
Ray Public Radio Show.
8 p.m. New York
Philharmonic. Leonard
Slatkin - conducts
MendOSsifilin'S Syni;

phony -no.- 5 in- d -and
Rachmaninoff's Concerto no. 2 for Piano and
Orchestra in c.
10 p.m. Easy Street
0
1 s.c r_yt
Peterson,_Far
r
.13irl
Berry, Wes Mon- Lester Young, and
Carmen McRae.
Friday, April 27
9 a.m. Adventures in
Good Music. "Thoughts
on. Arbor Day." Karl
Haag Muses on the
cherished tradition of
the-planting of trees and
its philosophical application to the field of
-music.
• 10 a.m. , Alleluia!
Music of the Baroque
-performs excerpts from
Monteverdi's Vespers of
the Blessed Virgin .and
The "Handel and Haydn
Society offers Bach's
Cantata no. 11, the
-Ascension Oratorio."
o

Small town names can start one wondering of its origin

•

• i.'ANCY FARM. Ky. tueiadies would climb state, all of them in the is little. West Louisville be, but why advertise? - Why --di-d--Cash and .want -to know the story Bug. Dingus.GoOdy,-111
.1 Al-' - Like most towns up on the train, someone middle of nowhere--- is AfigiLLIQQ_prilles west-__ 4And-wha1;s-gtaimiir on
-Wing- -Up -a- behind the naming of ---d-ex-.--Pomp-,--Select, Stab
with really colorful would have to hold a box -Halfway could be on the -of Louisville. the state's at Headouarters? Is few miles apart. IS Dim- Love. Plea sureville, and Sample?
- names. thts-one dOestil fir(' them to put their way anywhere. Urban is' largest city. in Jefferson 111:40d1nek
there? ple cute?
Climax. Marrowbone,
You could try asking
offer a lot for the casual knee on. .-At that time certainly not. Eminence (.:'ounty. Ordinary may What about Quality?
And who wouldn't Subtle, Eightv-Eight, in Wisdom.
visitor to see or do.
they probably thought
But it can start One knee was spelled N-E."
thlrrkingHnn how-a lot of
Whmen trniptred a tat
1984 R.J.REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.
Kentucky towns- got of Kentucky towns, in names. s U a: Ii ,as chiding Suzie. Lou.
• 13 rig ht ii a de .•
owl
.1 tidy. t racy . Beulah,
night ,Stienee- Hill. Marv,. Rhoda. Anna.
Birds:vine. Panther. cu.-ilia. Martha. Nancy.
t a nil p i ter Ground .177)41 OITA- anal Betsy
14,110.. Big tiOnt.4....12.ecoy
. -1,ovue,
and so on.
Men's names usually`
stari4 'atone.settlers named it
said
become something like
Phyllis ‘Vilson, who .1 initown, Bo bt own •
works at the post office Smithtown. FredVille
in Fancy Farm. - • • •
and 1.4fIvville.
unusual
Towns like Mud Lick.
name of ordinary origin Cub Run. Drip- Rock.
is Hazard. Mayor Bill Bea r Wallow, Kerby
Lb rmau
...Hazard _Wee h-.got its name- from the Threeforks. art7'also obsaint. man who inspired
vionsly named a fte r
PePi'y County. Admiral local I a n d cape
Oliver Hazard terry,- a1,
-440pp4f-the-W-a-p-t4-48-1-2 - Whetr-a-satt deposit is
with whom a company .•found near a hill. a Knob
• -of - Kentucky -riflemen •Lik hnn reStilt.—Theri,
-fought.,
•are soInafly-towns-ham:
Today. Gorman said. ed .1.9!• knobs that- it'-s
young' people get ex- almost surprising how
cited thinking the town
people who lived near
is the 'home of televiBuzzard. Knob, the
sions • ''Dukesof
mountain.' 'resiSted that
Hazzard.'
temptation_
"We've got one Z and
In the absence of
not two,•• Gorman said. Some outstanding
"but the.dukes come by
geographic feature.
and visit us regularly."
-residents have resorted
Some , town napies
to High Bridge, Hill Top,
have more mySterietis
Flat. Redhouse and
origins. Mayor Terry- State lane.
Sturgill said there are
But there's-always the
two accountings of how. weather. and people in
Neon got its- name hack
Windy. Furnace and
in the 1920s . .
Summer , Shade must
"One is that there
think it noteworthy.
were some very bright
Many names are
, red, lights in front of the
harder to figure, out.
huildingsWe said.
There a-re several
•*The other i that when
Center's around the

Pictured with Murray •Ca Ho a y Count)
-Jaycee President Don Rogers (left) is the chairman of the horad for the local .1 a revs Gar)
Harper (right). Rogers is being presented with
his past president award for his work and efforts
in leading the Jaycee chapter this past year.
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FREE PACK
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LIGHTS' 10 mg."ix".0.8 mg 114C011013,
LIGHTSIOUs• 12mq."tar".0.9 al) nicotine
,.FILTER.15mg "kW'. 1 I mg. medintki.. .
FILTER ars:tit*."til 2 mg.nicotine.
ay. pot tionieby FTC lasilood.

1979 Blazer
Blue, & white, power steering,power brakes, automatic, air, nice.

of CENTURY King She or 100's Filters or Lights
TERMS OF COUPON Orf ER
CONSUIMI (
CiArenn gr4tin16
translei'i.
Oland style specifier)
(Award AP\
ill,- 'Made,
i•os usn rhoslilidesfilud Pailicipalion in bus pioinnlii in is at Ihe
JIM OM COUPON KR COAISUNIIII AND II) SIA0A4 RS "r`l vi AHS 01 -AGE OH pities •
•
RE TAKERHi HeennIAS InhaelOo
isro na rm
reIrtl vale of !tuts dein viewable saleS.
tar!, It handling and postage eirsided 6(ill af(.1
.
04(11 the ,:.(APPIP ltan a I ii-nsanei in ricking'. 11.6 spetibed
'apt
's
utOfi
Ii
S
its
mail
haul
statute!.
non assignable and may
Amporlie,use MAI PPO9 ntosncduifl
11141)0
nut he rivialueed Adequate bolo? ol giucbase must be _admitted on ',quest Skpairmis ceuilimall as a
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• Warning The Surgebn General-Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous fa Your Health

E-HEVR a LET
641 S. Murray

75.3-2617
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Glad only in US A goo coulees to Comm Itilleamtien Cote! Po
ow 3000'Winston Salem MC 21102
,
COUPON EXPIRATION DATE July 31. 1984
RETAILER FILL IN NORMAL. RETAIL PRICE
'INCLUDING APPtKAII.E SALES TAXI
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